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• Be honest • Don't deceive, cheat or steal • Be reliable — do what you SOY
• He the courage to do the right thing • Build a good reputation
• Be loyal — stand by your family, friends and country
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Eggners Ferry Lagoon Bridge proceeds on schedule
By EDWARD MARLOWE
Staff Writer

By JULIE PACE
AP White House Correspondent
L.WASHINGTON (AP) — Seeking to improve a rocky relationship. President Barack Obama and Pakistani Prime Minister
Nawaz Sharif on Wednesday pledged cooperation on the security
issues that have strained ties between their nations. But the sources
of the long-standing tensions did briefly bubble to the surface.
Speaking alongside Obama in the Oval Office, Shanf said he
raised the issue of American drone strikes during their two-hour
meeting."emphasizing the need for an end to such strikes." For his
pan.Obama made no mention of drones, which have stoked widespread resentment in Pakistan where many believe the targeted
strikes by the armed unmanned aircraft kill large numbers of civilians.
Despite the Pakistani concerns,the U.S. has shown no indication
it is willing to abandon the attacks, even though the number has
dropped in the past couple of years. The Pakistani government
secretly supported the strikes in the past, and U.S. officials claim
some key leaders still do.
The Washington Post, citing top-secret CIA documents and
Pakistani diplomatic memos it had obtained,reported that top officials in Pakistan's government have endorsed the program for
years. if secretly, and routinely received classified briefings on
strikes and casualty counts.
In a story posted Wednesday on its website, the Post reported
that markings on the documents indicate that many of them were

See Page 4

MSU athlete faces charges
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A Murray State University student-athlete faces charges after
an alleged altercation was reported to have occurred on Saturday
at the Campus Evolution apartments.
Walter Powell. a senior wide receiver for the Racers, was
released from the Calloway County Jail early
Monday morning on one count of fourth degree
assault (domestic violence - minor injury) and
one count of unlawful theft (under $500).
A warrant for Powell's arrest was executed at
11:16 p.m. Sunday by the Calloway County
Sheriff's Office Deputy Troy Doss, and CCSO
has/confirmed the investigation is ongoing at
this time;
CCSO's uniform citation said it was unknowil
drugs or alcohol contributed to the altercation,
if
Powell
but the warrant of arrest obtained from the
Circuit Court Clerk's Office stated that no alcohol or drugs
appeared to have been involved.
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Thursday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 52. South
southwest wind 6 to 11 mph
becoming northwest in the
afternoon.
Thursday Night: Mostly
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clear with a low around 33
North northwest wind 3 to 8
mph.
Friday: Mostly sunny. with a
high near 53 Calm wind
becoming north northwest
around 6 mph
Friday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 35 Light and
variable wind
Saturday: Mostly sunny.
with a high near 59 Southwest
wind 5 to 10 mph
Saturday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 42
West northwest wind 3 to 5
mph
Sunday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 58 Northwest wind
5 to 7 mph
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Pictured above, welders from Jim Smith Contracting of Grand Rivers work on welding some
of the beginning structures to the Lagoon Bridge, which will serve as the beginning causeway
for the new Eggners Ferry Bridge. KYTC officials said the initial phase of the bridge project
remains on schedule.

As work continues on the
Lagoon Bridge project near
Aurora, contractors from
around the U.S. took their first •
live look at the US.68/KY 80
Eggners Ferry Bridge site
Tuesday afternoon.
A press conference was held
under the direction of KYTC
District I Chief Engineer Mike
McGregor, who was able to
inform potential bidders about
the estimated Si 304150 million contract for the project — a
portion of which includes the
Lagoon project and the widening of the original causeway.
What remains to be contracted. McGregor said, is the
Eggners Ferry Bridge constructions, demolition, creation of
multi-use paths for cyclists and
joggers, construction of the
approach spans and the
paving — all of which will be
part of one contract.
During the press conference,

▪ See Page 3

Agents available to inform customers on health care law
has been the subject of much scorn and
scrutiny, especially among President Barack
Obama's Republican critics, but also with
While Obamacare has had a much-publi- Democrats who are upset about the
cized rocky rollout this month, local insur- Healthcare.gov website's technical probance agents are encouraging the public to lems. The website is where people in states
call if they have questions about signing up without their own health insurance
exchanges are supposed to be able to shop
for health insurance.
Patient
the
for insurance.
under
Open enrollment
On Monday, Obama gave a speech in
Protection and Affordable Care Act, often
referred to as "Obamacare," began Oct. 1, which he said there was "no excuse" for all
and those who sign up for insurance would the computer problems, but that he was conbe covered starting Jan. I 2014. Open fident the administration would be able to
fix them. According to the Associated Press,
enrollment ends March 31,2014.
has
law
the
Obama said the administration is bringing
criticism
the
all
In addition to
gotten before and after its passage in March additional technology experts from inside
2010, this month's rollout of the program and outside the government to work on the
By HAWKINS'TEAGUE
Staff Writer

issues. The AP reported the White House
appeared to open the door to the possibility
that people who had encountered website
problems might be exempted from the law's
penalty for remaining uninsured after March
31.
According to the Washington Post, 26
states opted out of running their own health
insurance exchanges, leaving the federal
government to run them instead. The
District of Columbia and 17 states —
including Kentucky — are running their
own exchanges, and state and federal officials will share responsibility for the marketplace in seven states

•See Page 3

Community leaders participate in health assessment forum
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By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Angela Carman said it did not
take long Wednesday for her to
realize she was with a very
the
for
group
active
Community Health Assessment
Forum in Murray.
One look at the display sheets
throughout the main meeting
room of the Murray Woman's
Clubhouse said why. Ideas from
the nearly 50 community leaders from Murray and Calloway
County had required using 10
of the sheets just an hour into
the three-hour session.
"I'm absolutely thrilled with
this turnout day," said Carman.
who is the facilitator/trainer for
the Kentucky Appalachia
Public Health Training Center
that is based out of the
University of Kentucky. That
group is traveling throughout
the Commonwealth, hosting
such gatherings to see what
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Center,
Erin Louis, program manager for the Kentucky Appalachia Public Health Training
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during the Community Health Assessment Forum at the Murray Woman's Club
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By JOHN WRIGHT
Stan Writer
Anyone who knows City of
Murray Mayor Bill Wells understands that he is a history buff.
Therefore, it should not be a
surprise to know that the coordinator for the community's 93rd
Make A Difference Day set for
Saturday has been doing his
homework in regards to what
will be a most important date of
the recycling drive event.
Saturday's activity will be happening on what is known as
National Make a Difference
Day, which was started by the
USA Weekend magazine in
1994.
"And about a year later we
were doing it here," said Wells.
delving into his history bank.
"One of the people that really
got it going,though,was(famed
American actor) Paul Newman
and some his friends. It was promoted, and still is promoted, as
just a service day across our
communities.
"You could be involved with
anything. Here, our thing is trying to collect recyclable materials."
Saturday's installment of the
Murray event, though, will
include something Wells says
has been discussed by several
people who routinely participate
in Make a Difference Day.
Believed to be a first, items that
will be accepted pill include old
television sets and old computer
parts.
"I think people are really
excited about this. I've had a lot

of comments about it," Wells
said. "Scott Recycling, a company out of Knoxville, Tenn.,
said it would handle the computers (known as "e-scrap) but
we decided to also ask if they
would throw in TVs as well.
They said they would but they
would have to have a charge for
those so it will cost $5 to get rid
of your old TV and I think that's
really a bargain.
"I know I've got an old TV
I'm wanting to get rid of. When
we're talking 'old' TVs, we're
mainly talking those big things
from the '60s and '70s that
sometimes came inside the
wooden casing. We don't want
the whole thing with the wood,
just the TV itself. You also can.
bring newer models,such as flat
screens, and I don't think those
will be nearly as bad to transport."
Wells said the $5 charge will
apply to all TVs, meaning if
someone is hoping to discard
three, it will cost $15.
In addition, Wells said another
popular feature will return for
this special day, the CINTAS
paper shredder. Wells said visitors can bring up to 51 pounds
of old paper documents for
destruction, which is seen as an
important step in preventing
identity theft.
"We also will be offering our
usuals — eyeglass collection,
old prescription drug collection,
batteries, aluminum cans, etc.,"
he said.

EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Tomes

Some of the first digital renderings of the new Eggners Ferry
Bridge were released to contractors during a press conference, on Tuesday afternoon at Kenlake State Resort Park.
Known as a "twin basket-handle arch" structure, KYTC Public
Information Officer Keith Todd said only a few such designs
exist worldwide.

•Bridge...
From Front
digital renderings and a table
model of the project scope were
revealed, detailing a bridge with
a twin basket-handle arch structure, which McGregor said
would be matched once the construction begins for the second
Land Between the Lakes bridge
over Lake Barkley.
When finished, the bridges
will be among the most unique
in the world, but more importantly, sturdy, as McGregor said
the architecture should withhold
natural elements for near a century.
"I think the project itself is a
huge selling point," McGregor
said. "This is a project to
replace a bridge over Kentucky
Lake, and it's a very unique
bridge.
bidding
"Normally, our
process we would advertise a
project about three weeks prior
to the bid letting. But because of
the size and the complexity of
this project, we felt it necessary
to try to give them more time.
This essentially gives them two
months ... to help them prepare
a good bid."
McGregor said the bidding

process is expected to be incentive-laden, which he said would
hopefully expediate the building
process. Following some independent research completed for
the KYTC, McGregor said the
estimated completion date for
the new spans should be two
years from now — roughly
December 2015.
Jim Smith Contracting, out of
Grand Rivers, is currently constructing what is being called "a
bridge to a bridge." The initial
phase also includes testing of
dirt pilings and soil density in
the lagoons — data which will
prove critical during the beginning phase of the new Eggners
Ferry Bridge.
Keith Todd, KYTC public
information officer III, said contractors are expected to take
their observations from the site
and return bids to the KYTC on
Dec. 13.
Todd said the new Eggners
Ferry Bridge, when finished.
would continue to serve as the
western entrance to the Land
Between The Lakes National
Recreation Area.
For more information on the
Lake Bridges Project go to
www.lakebridges.com.

EDWARD MARLOWE
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DEMOLITION: Ronny Blakely of R & M Excavating works on tearing down a house on Wednesday afternoon located along
North 13th Street. Blakely said some new apartments were to be built at a later date.

IIII Insurance...
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an agent.
From Front
"So when you go talk to your
According to the Kynect web- insurance agent, I'm going ask
site, kyenroll.ky.gov,Gov.Steve your height -and weight and
Beshear issued an executive
some of those questions. but the
order to create a state-based
majority of the questions don't
health benefit marketplace to
have
to do with health condibest meet the needs of
Kentuckians. "Kynect, like tions because they have to take
other states' health benefit mar- you," Billington said. "It has to
ketplaces, will provide simple, do with how much you're makone-stop shopping for individu- ing, so your rates are based on
als and small businesses to pur- that, and I think that's important
chase health insurance," the site for people to know."
says. "Kynect will also check
Billington also warned that if
eligibility for payment assis- anyone asks for a checking
tance and tax credits, as well as account routing' number;: you
Medicaid
and
KCHIP should not give it out.
(Kentucky Children's Health -• 'Brian Edwards, co-owner of
Insurance Program)."
Insurance Center of Murray &
An
estimated
640,000
Mayfield. said he got a large
Kentuckians — or 14.9 percent
number
of calls about health
of the state's population — are
insurance
the first day of enrolluninsured as of 2013,according
ment,
but
the calls tapered off a
to the Kynect website. The AP
He said he susbit
after
that.
reported that the non-partisan
Congressional Budget Office pected this was because many
had projected that about 7 mil- people were waiting until closer
lion Americans would gain cov- to the Dec. 15 deadline. He said
erage through the exchanges people can visit the Kynect
throughout the country during website and search by county to
the first year.
find out what companies and
Robert Billington Jr., owner of local agents are available, but
Robert Billington, Jr. & they can also go directly to an
Associates, said that with the
agent of their choosing to purprogram having just started this
chase insurance.
month, he had gotten quite a
"They can use whichever
few phone calls and questions.
agent
they want as long as
He said he thought it was key
in the system." Edwards
they're
up
for
insurthat people signing
ance talk to an agent who is said. "You can also go directly
knowledgeable. He said that through a company — you can
while uninsured people don't go directly to Antheni or directneed to be in a rush,they should ly to Humana. It just depends on
make sure to sign up well in the tax benefits and all that
advance of Dec. 15, which is the breakdown. But there is help out
deadline for signing up to get there, you don't just have to go
coverage beginning Jan. I.
there (to Kynect) and do it by
Billington said one of the yourself. I think some people
biggest changes under the ACA
have been discouraged by that
is that when people sign up for
because they didn't think there
insurance, the majority of the
any way around that."
questions they will be asked will was
added that the last
Edwards
with
their
have, more to do
more than 20
time
he
checked,
income than with their health.
agents
in Calloway
insurance
He said people should bring a
in the
listed
County
were
W-2 or some other way of
showing their income when Kynect system.
meeting with

BEAUTIFUL BRICK HOME LOCATED IN NORTH
VILLA WITH 3,300 SQUARE FEET OF LIVINO
AREA! With 4 bedrooms and 3 full bathrooms. this floor plan offers flexibility
with lots of possibilities at a great price.
The main floor has 2 bedrooms and 2 full
bathrooms. Upstairs you will find 2 bedrooms and a full bathroom, plus a large
bonus area that offers a variety of uses. Mery Wroitindge
Priced at S235,900. MLS 071299
270-293-20e

711 Main St.

gaps in services."
In turn, Linda Cavitt, site
communities say are the main manager of the Calloway
health issues and how they want County Health Center. wrote p
to attack those problems.
grant in order to have the group
Wednesday's stop in Murray
come together.
was the 31st on Carman's tour.
"And this is something we've
"Part of what we do, though,
wanted
to do for a long time,"
is trying to make this as visual
an activity as possible and I can said Cavitt, also a member of
definitely see that from this the Consortium."We just have
group today. With all of the a great group here today. We're
information being gathered. I so pleased with this turnout."
can tell this group is going to
Several items were listed as
martial what is obviously a both strengths and what were
powerful thing here, communi- considered risks to the commuty passion."
nity's.lsealth, prompting discusThe day's event was created sion that was quite_ spitititd at
in large part by the Murraytimes.- However. Carman said
Calloway County Community
that while hearing so many
Health Consortium, which was
ideas is a positive,the main idea
formed about a year ago.
to
the program is narrowing the
"Really, though, the beginlarge
list to just a handful of
ning of all of this came from
County things that can be faced with the
Murray-Calloway
Hospital CEO Jerry Penner and idea being that it is much more
Murray State University Dean effective to face one or two
of College of Health Sciences things at a time instead of much
and Human Services Dr. Susan more.
Muller having a conversation
"We want to squish, if you
about two years ago,". said will, those many sheets into
Keene Miller, co-chair of the only one and then come back
Consortium with Dr. Muller.
and discuss those. That's where
"Both being relatively new to
the
real fun of this will start to
the area, they were interested in
happen,
actually forming the
the health-care services providhow
to address these
plan
on
The
thing
ed in the community.
they didn't see was those servic- issues," said Carman. who will
es working together and there return on Dec. 11 for that seswas a lot of duplication of serv- sion.
ices and

From Front

BBQ Sandwich
& 12 oz. RC Cola

317 Chestnut St.• Murray,KY
(270)761-9727

+

All Day, Every Day
with Coupon

American
Red Cross
1‘,1

..IN

11.11)1C1

Every Donation Brings Hope

CHARMING 4 BEDROOM.2 V: BATH HOME IN CAN- SPACIOUS HOME NORTH OF MURRAY!This 4 bedTERBURY! Beautifully decorated and full of natural light, room, 2 /
1
2 bath home was custom built in 1998 and
this home features multiple living areas with
offers charming features like wainscoting
with
kitchen
room,
dining
built-ins. formal
in the foyer and up the stairs, along with 9'
lots of customized storage space and an
ceilings and beautiful hardwood floors.
inviting breakfast area. Recent updates
include: new roof 12013). new carpet
This home sits on 15 acres and provides
(2013). and new Pella sliding door MOTIample privacy. Priced at $240,000 MI s,
VATED SELLERS, Priced at $214,500. Galt Combat '
Goli
#70222
MLS 02716
270.191.1224
270-2134333

www.murraykyrealestate.com

753-1222
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Thomas Earl Lane
Thomas Earl Lane, 69, of Paducah, Ky , died at 3 a in
Wednesday. Oct. 23, 2013, at his residence.
He was a graduate of Crittenden County High School and Murray
State University. He served in the United States
Air Force from 1967 until 1971. He worked at
Heath High School as a teacher, assistant principal
and principal and at McCracken County Schools
as director of transportation, buildings and
grounds He also taught at Community Christian
Academy. He was a member of Harmony Baptist Church and the
Grahamville Masonic Lodge #707 F&AM.
He was preceded in death by his parents, Kathleen and Earl Lane.
Mr. Lane is survived by his wife of 39 years, Barbara Stigall
Lane; two daughters, April Lane Dunn and-'husband, Tom, and
Kristi Lane Rehrauer and husband,Scott son,Sean Lane and wife.
Heather; and nine grandchildren, Sam Dunn, Manic Dunn, Evan
Rehrauer, Anna Lane, Nate Lane, Mary Rehrauer, Cecilia Lane,
Hagan Lane and Henry Lane.
Funeral services will be held at 11 a.m. Saturday. Oct. 26, 2013,
at Milner & Orr Funeral Home of Paducah, with the Rev. Jewell
Barrett and the Rev. Andy Shelton officiating. Graveside services
with military honors will be at 1:30 p.m. Saturday,Oct. 26.2013.at
Freedom Cemetery in Marion.
Visitation will be held Friday. Oct. 25, 2013, after 5 p.m. at the
funeral home, where Masonic Services will be held at 7:30 p.m.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: Troop 4 Thomas E.
Lane Scholarship Fund, Troop 4 BSA. P.O. Box 220. West
Paducah. KY 42086-0220.
Online condolences may be made at www.milnerandorr.com.
Arrangements are being handled by Milner & Orr Funeral Home.

Ben Thomas'Tommy Newton
Funeral services for Ben Thomas "Tommy" Newton, 84, of
Murray, Ky., will be held Friday. Oct. 25, 2013, at 3 p.m. at
Ferguson Springs Baptist Church in Benton. with Howard Conner.
James Keeling and Elijah Balentine officiating. Burial will follow
at Ferguson Springs Cemetery. Visitation will be
held Friday. Oct. 25, 2013, from 2-3 p.m. at the
church.
Mr. Newton died Tuesday, Oct. 22. 2013, in
Texas.
He was born Jan. 15, 1929, in Benton. He was a
Korean and Vietnam veteran who retired from the
Army and the state highway as a mechanic. He
was a member of Ferguson Springs Baptist Church
and American Legion Post 73.
He was preceded in death by his wife. Emma
Newton
Newton; two children. Kim and R.T. Newton; his
mother. Lillian Colston: and a brother. William
Colston.
He is survived by four children, Robert C.
Newton,of Dallas, Texas. Nell Gartman and husband, George, of Kyle, Texas, John Newton, of
Florida, and Glee Mikus, of Florida; a brother.
Howard Colston. of Cadiz; two sisters. Ruth Smith, of Cadiz, and
Lou Nell Litchfield and husband,Glen Dale,of Benton-Aurora; six
grandchildren, Cody Gartman, Lindsay Dixie, Benjamin Newton,
Joe Hyde,Bryan Hyde and Pete Hyde; and six great-grandchildren.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: Ferguson Springs
Cemetery Fund,94 Ferguson Dr.. Benton, KY 42025.
Online condolences may be made at www.imesmiller.com.
Arrangements are being handled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home.

Bell Water
• The City of Murray Water System has issued a boil water
advisory for the following areas: Cedarling Hills, Lakeway
Shores, and Hwy. 280 South of Steep Hill Drive, due to a
water main break. The City of Murray recommends that residents boil your water for three minutes at a rapid boil until further notice. Call Murray Public Works at 270-762-0336
between 7 a.m. and 4:30 p.m./with questions or concerns.

- Help Wanted

-

SPORTS WRITER / PHOTOGRAPHER
The Murray Ledger & Times, a 7,500-circulation.
Monday through Saturday daily newspaper in Murray,
Ky., is currently accepting applications for a full-time
Sports Writer / Photographer. This person's responsibilities include covering sporting events, writing feature
stories, taking photographs, assisting with layout,
uploading items to the web and other basic reporter
duties. A working knowledge of Quark XPress and
Adobe Photoshop is a plus. Proficiency with a 35mm
camera also helpful. Work schedule includes nights and
weekends. A bachelor's degree in journalism or communications is preferred. Send resume and clippings to:
Ricky Martin, sports editor, The Murray Ledger & Times.
1001 Whitnell St., Murray, KY 42071 or e-mail:
sports@murrayledger.com.
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Graveside services for Bud Mohundro, 85, of Dexter, Ky., will be
at 1 p.m. Thursday,Oct. 24,2013,at Barnett Cemetery. Visitation will
be held Thursday, Oct. 24, 2013, at Imes-Miller Funeral Home from
II am. until departing for the graveside service.
Serving as pallbearers will be Charles L. Cooper,
Stephen A. Janow, Steve Janow, George Banderra,
Dewayne Brown and Al Jarvis.
Mr. Mohundro died Monday, Oct. 21, 2013, at
Spring Creek Health Care.
He was born June 2, 1928, in Calloway County.
He was an Army veteran, having served in Korea.
He was a member of the Jehovah Witness Church.
He was preceded in death by his- parents,A.P. and
Penne Outland Mohundro; a son, Michael Wade
Mohundro
Mohundro; and a brother, Euel Wade Mohundro.
Mr. Mohundro is survived by two daughters,
Teresa Coopeand husband, Charles, and Janice
111. Smith and husband. Dewayne. all of Dexter; two
••=. grandchildren, Stephen A. Janow and wife, Alycia,
and Caitlyn R. Cooper,all of Dexter; a great-granddaughter, Penelope Janow.of Dexter; and the mother of his children. Betty Sue Blagg,of Murray.
Online condolences may be made at www.imesmiller.com.
Arrangements are being handled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
This is a paid obituary.
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EAS11N000 AND HWY. 94: Around 8:30 p.m. Wednesday.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue. the Calloway County Sheriff's
Office and Murray-Calloway EMS reported to a two-vehicle
accident near the entrance of Eastwood Christian Academy
along Hwy. 94.

Virginia Chesser
Virginia Chesser.89,of Cookeville.Tenn..formerly of Murray, Ky.,
died Monday. Oct. 21, 2013, at the Masters Transitional Care and
Rehab Center in Cookeville,Tenn.
Mrs. Chesser was born Feb. 19, 1924,in Richmond, Va.,to the late
John Haskins Seay Sr. and Lena Brackett Seay. She obtained a
Bachelor of Science degree from the University of Louisville. She
retired after 20 years of service as a Headstart teacher in the Jefferson
County School System. She was a member of the
First Baptist Church and a member of the Phebian
Sunday School class,as well as a former member of
the Sharon Wells Missionary Group. Mrs. Chesser
was a 64-year member of the Eastern Star,as well as
a member of the Murray Woman's Club Tketa
Department.
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in
death by her husband, Samuel L. Chesser Jr.; and
one brother, John Haskins Seay Jr.
She is survived by three daughters, Diana
Chesser
McDuffee, of Chapel Hill, N.C., Linda Yount. of
Cookeville. Tenn.. and Debbie Seay and husband, Rob, of
Cookeville, Tenn.; three grandchildren, Laura McDuffee and husband,Pete, of Greensboro, N.C.. Ryan Seay and wife, Susan, of
Oxford, Miss., and Emily Seay, of Cookeville. Tenn.; two greatgrandchildren, Frankie McDuffee Sangimino, of Greensboro, N.C.,
and Cooper Seay, of Oxford, Miss.; and one cousin, Richard Selph
and wife, Ann,of California.
Funeral services will be held at 1 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 26, 2013. at
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Boyd Smith will officiate,
and burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be held from II am. until 1 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 26,
2013, at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: First Baptist Church
"Mother's Day Out," 203 S.4th St., Murray,KY 42071.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.co.m. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
This is a paid obituary.

"It's a challenge. It's not easy,"
he said."We committed to workCIA's ing together and making sure
the
by
prepared
Counterterrorism Center specifi- that rather than this being a
cally to be shared with Pakistan's source of tension between our
government. The documents. two countries, it can be a source
which detailed at least 65 strikes of strength."
in Pakistan, are marked "top
Tensions peaked in 2011 folsecret" but cleared for release to lowing the U.S. raid inside
Pakistan. the newspaper report- Pakistan that killed Osama bin
ed.
Laden and the accidental killing
Wednesday marked the first of two dozen Pakistani troops in
time Obama and Sharif have met an American airstrike along the
since the Pakistani leader took Afghan border that same year.
office in June. And the mere fact But there have been recent signs
that the talks took place was seen of progress, with Pakistan
reopening supply routes to
as a sign of progress after a particularly sour period in relations Afghanistan that is closed in
retaliation for the accidental
between the security partners.
Obama acknowledged that killing of its troops. And ahead
there will always be some ten- of Sharifs visit, the U.S. quietly
sion between the U.S. and decided to release more than
Pakistan, but said he and Sharif $1.6 billion in military and ecoagreed to build a relationship nomic aid to Pakistan that was
suspended in 2011.
based on mutual respect.

From Front

FDA seeks pet owner help
on dangerous jerky treats

WASHINGTON (AP)- The
Food and Drug Administration
is appealing to dog and cat owners for information as it struggles to solve a mysterious outbreak of illness and deaths
among pets that ate jerky treats.
In a notice to consumers and
published
veterinarians
Tuesday, the agency said it has
linked illnesses from jerky pet
treats to 3,600 dogs and 10 cats
since 2007. About 580 of those
pets have died.
The FDA's Center for
Veterinary Medicine has run
more than 1.200 tests, visited
pet treat manufacturing plants in
China and worked with
researchers, state labs and foreign governments but hasn't
determined the exact cause of
The number of times published or the length of one or more of the illness, the FDA statement
the preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger said.
"This is one of the most eluand Times policy. Alec has been paidfor additional publishing or
sive and mysterious outbreaks
space.
we've encountered." Bernadette
Dunham, a veterirrarian and
head of the FDA vet medicine
center, said in the statement.
Pets can suffer from a
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dried fruit.
Severe cases have involved
kidney failure, gastrointestinal
bleeding, and a rare kidney disorder, the FDA said.
Most of the jerky treats implicated have been made in China.
the FDA said.
The FDA has issued previous
warnings. A number ofjerky pet
treat products were removed
from the market in January after
a New York state lab reported
finding evidence of up to six
drugs in certain jerky pet treats
made in China. the FDA said.
The agency said that while the
levels of the drugs were very
low and it was unlikely that they.
caused the illnesses, there was a
decrease in reports ofjerky-suspected illnesses after the products were removed from the
market. FDA believes that the
number of reports may have
declined simply because fewer
jerky treats were available.
Online:
Drug
Food
and
statement
Administration
http://www.fda.gov/ForConsum
ers/ConsumerUpdateshicin3714
13.htm

•Charges...
From Front
Powell's court date has been
set for 9 a.m. Nov. 12 in
Calloway District Court with
Judge Randall Hutchens presiding. according to court documents.
An official statement from the
MSU Athletics Department
regarding Powell reads: "The
Athletic Department is aware of
the incident involving Walter
Powell and has been investigat-
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Edna Fay Wells Parks,91, of Murray, Ky., passed away Tuesday.
Oct. 22,2013,at Spring Creek Health Cam and Rehabilitation Center.
She was born in Calloway County to John and Audra Howlett Wells
on Jan. 23, 1922. She was married to Edgar Purdom Parks on April
12, 1941, in Murray. In addition to her husband and parents she was
preceded in death by one sister, Ruth Seaford.
Edna loved her role as a homemaker and was an
excellent seamstress and cook. She relished being
"Gran" to her grandson and great-grandchildren and
adored her nieces and nephews.
Survivors include her daughter, Dr. Sandra Wells
Parks; her grandson, Benjamin Charles Tumbow
and his special friend, Can Rucker; three greatgrandchildren; and six great-great-grandchildren.
She is also survived by her sisters, Sue Lamb, of
Guilford, Conn., and Evelyn Newport, of Murray
and Memphis. Tenn.; as well as several nieces and
Parks
nephews.
Visitation will be held at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 11 a.m.
until 1 p.m. on Thursday, Oct. 24, 2013, with graveside services to
follow at Ivy Cemetery at 1:30 p.m. John Dale and Kerry Lambert
will officiate.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
This is a paid obituary.
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ing it the past few days in an
attempt to identify the facts surrounding the matter.
"We do not condone any type
of behavior that would embarrass the program. the University
or be harmful to any individual.
Based on our findings to date and current knowledge of the
event in question - we do not
believe any suspension or punishment is warranted. Should
additional information come to
light, the matter will be 'reexamined as necessary."
Individuals facing charges are
innocent until proven guilty.
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Hopkins
graduates
from basic
training

Make A Difference Day set
The Murray and Calloway County community will host its 93rd "Make A Difference Day"
on Saturday, Oct. 26, at the Murray State
University Roy Stewart Stadium parking lot
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Items to be collected
include eyeglasses, paper. cardboard, aluminum
cans, cell phones. ink jet cartridges, clothes,
shoes, prescription drugs, plastics, tin cans,
glass, used motor oil, batteries, books, personal
documents, computers and televisions. For
more information call Murray Family Resource
Youth Service Center at 759-9592 or Calloway
County Family Resource Center at 762-7333.
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Special to the Ledger
Army National Guard Spec.
Datebook
Derek S. Hopkins has graduated
Kale Dunn,
from basic combat training at
Community
editor
Fort Jackson,Columbia,S.C.
During the nine weeks of
training, the soldier studied the
Monster Dash 5K to be held
Army mission, history, tradition
The North Elementary School Parent-Teacher Association will
core values, physical fitand
26.
Oct.
Saturday,
on
host a Monster Dash 5K at the school
and received instruction
ness,
Registration will be at 8 a.m. A I-mile fun run/walk will begin at
in basic combat
and
practice
8:45 a.m., and the 5K run will begin at 9 a.m. There will be a cosweapons,chemiskills,
military
an
and
application
information
a.m.
more
9:45
For
at
contest
tume
and
cal
bayonet trainwarfare
form, visit the school or see the North Calloway PTA Facebook
Photo provided
marchand
drill
ceremony,
page.
ing.
KENTUCKY CRIMINALISTICS ACADEMY: On Friday, Oct. 11, Kentucky State Police
armed
rifle
ing,
marksmanship,
Criminalistics
the
Kentucky
from
graduated
Brett Miller, of the Mayfield Post,
Sugar Creek Baptist to hold fall festival Detective
readmap
unarmed
combat,
and
Academy (KCA) in Richmond. Pictured with Detective Miller, center, are Charles Mellville,
Sugar Creek Baptist Church will hold its fall festival and hayride
courtactics,
military
field
ing,
and DOCJT Deputy Commissioner Don
on Saturday. Oct. 26, at the church on Faxon Road. Activities will DOCJT Director of Training Operations, left;
tesy, military justice system,
right.
Pendleton,
begin at 4 p.m. with the hay ride, followed by games. a cake walk,
basic first aid, foot marches,
chili and hotdogs, and other activities for all ages. The public is
and field training exercises.
invited to attend. For more information call 436-5272 or 873-9222.
Hopkins is the grandson of
Hopkins,of Murray.
Walter
Coles Campground Trunk or Treat set
a 1997 graduate of
is
He
Coles Campground United Methodist Church will hold Trunk or
Marshall
County High School,
will
event
The
p.m.
Treat on Saturday, Oct. 26, beginning at 5
Benton. He earned a bachelor's
include candy,face painting,a cake walk,hay rides, hot dogs.cookserious problem across the Center. a confidential, 24-hour degree in 2001 from the
ie decorating and more. The church is located at 1449 Coles Special to the Ledger
attend.
is
Kentucky,
to
of
public
invited
The
globe. The most common form hotline for reporting, training or University
Campground Road, Murray.
Murray State Universit \
sexufor
is
human
of
trafficking
Lexington.
Women's Center and the youth
information and resources, at
MWC Creative Arts to hold bazaar
and nonprofit leadership ( YNL) al exploitation, with the second (888) 373-7888. Also, the local
The Murray Woman's Club Creative Arts Department will hold program will present a showing being forced labor. Sex traffickcommunity has places to go to
its annual bazaar Saturday, Oct. 26,from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m.
of the movie "Taken" on ing can be found in a variety of
Tuesday,Oct. 29,at 3 p.m. in the different venues, including fake for help such as the Murray
Crouch family reunion to be held
massage businesses, hostess and Women's Center.
Theater.
The Crouch family reunion will be held Saturday, Oct. 26, at 12 Curris Center
Special to the Ledger
clubs, and escort services.
strip
Center,
along
The
The event will be free to attend
Women's
green
chicken,
Ham,
p.m. at Salem Baptist Church at Lynn Grove.
Donations for the mainteinformation
has
who
Anyone
and snacks will be provided. All nance of North Pleasant Grove
beans, slaw and rolls will be provided: sides or desserts welcome. with the students of the YNI..
A group photo will be taken. For more information call 489-2676. 350: Program Administration in about someone who is exploit- donations collected will go to Cemetery may be sent to
Youth and Human Services ing others in human trafficking
the Murray Women's Center. Margaret Nell Boyd, 84
'A Thoughtful Christmas'to be held
class, created this event to or who is a victim herself/himUtterback Road, Murray. Note
Memorial Baptist Church will host "A Thoughtful Christmas" on spread awareness of human traf- self should contact the National For more information contact
change of address.
the
the
in
located
hall,
fellowship
the
in
p.m.
6
at
26,
Saturday. Oct.
ficking. Human trafficking is a Human Trafficking Resource Abigail French at 809-3016.
church basement. The event will offer ideas for creative and meaningful giving during the holiday season, including information
about innovative organizations that support and empower people
around the world and products made by artisans around the globe.
The public is invited to attend.
iday open house on Sunday. will hang from November free refreshments and conversaSpecial to the Ledger
peek at the
The Paducah Area Painters Nov. 3, from 1-5 p.m. to cele- through January. The public is tion, as well as a
MWC Alpha Department to meet
Many
show.
Winter
new
brand
Alliance Gallery w ill hold a hol- brate the new seasonal show. that invited to join local artists for
The Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
of the artists .will be in attenSaturday, Oct. 26, at 9:30 a.m. at the New Beginnings Transition
dance, including the winner of
Home,2223 Crossland Road. Linda Wright will be the speaker for
the autumn show's People's
the meeting and will provide a tour of the facility. Marlene Beach
Choice Award,Scott Morris.
and Janet Dees will be the hostesses.
Morris's winning entry,
of Light, is full of tranThread
held
be
to
banquet
Unlimited
Ducks
light and the joy of
evening
quil
The Lyon County Ducks Unlimited Banquet and Auction will be
has been painting
Morris
living.
Conference
Jones
S.
held Saturday, Nov. 2,at 5:30 p.m. at the Lee
since early adulthood and has
Complex,Hwy.93 S., Eddyville. Dinner will begin at 6:30 p.m. and
developed his craft steadily. His
the auction will start at 7 p.m. For tickets or more information call
work now hangs in many pri625-8228 or 625-2380.
vate and public places around
Downtown Spooktacular to be held
the country. including the home
The Downtown Paris Association will host its Downtown
of former Illinois governor,Jim
Spooktacular Saturday, Oct. 26, from 12-4 p.m. on the Henry
Edgar. Morris says of his art,"I
County Courthouse lawn. Organizations and businesses will proenjoy catching folks as they are
vide free crafts, entertainment, costume and spooky sound effect
enjoying themselves."
contests with prizes, live music and concessions. The public is
The Paducah Area Painters
invited to attend.
Alliance Gallery is located in
the heart of historic downtown
Post #73 to meet
Paducah at 124 Broadway. near
held
be
will
#73
Post
Legion
The monthly meeting of American
the floodwall murals. The large,
Thursday. Oct. 24, at 7 p.m. at the Legion Veterans' Hall, 310 Bee
well-lit space houses shows that
Creek Drive off of North Fourth Street. The agenda will focus on
change seasonally, keeping the
Murray State University football/basketball signups and upcoming
Veterans' Day activities. All veterans are invited to attend. For more
gallery fresh with local art. The
information call Commander Cecil Cowsert at 519-8375.
last show featured 35 artists and
over 300 pieces. Hours are 10
Knit-wits will meet
a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through
The Knit-wits knitting group will meet Friday at I p.m. in the
Saturday. The venue is handiprovided
Photo
Community Room of the Calloway County Public Library. Knitters
accessible, and admiscapped
People's
show's
autumn
the
of
winner
Morris,
Scott
of all levels are welcome. For more information call Dot at 753- Pictured is "Thread of Light" by artist
sion is always free.
Choice Award.
4803.

MSU hosts event to raise
awareness of human trafficking

Donations

being sought

PAPA Gallery to hold holiday open house

Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith-based addictions program. meets
every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The public is invited. Childcare is provided. For more information or a ride,
call the church office at 753-1834.

111112Hills
ars-er 9.

Celebrate Recovery to meet
Celebrate Recovery meets every Friday at Edgewood Baptist
Church. At 5:40 p.m. a meal is served, at 6:40 p.m. is large group
and at 7:40 p.m. are small groups. For more information call 8864461.

WATCH needs aluminum cans

The WATCH Center at 702 Main Street, Murray,needs aluminum
cans for an ongoing fundraising project. Cans may be dropped off
any time day or night seven days a week by driving through the
driveway/parking lot on the west side of the center and placing
them in the cotton wagon.

CONTINUES...

50% OFF SALE 'Ex:"ZiuFuttnihre
Come Make A Deal!
Magical etiristmas Sale
Nov.7-3-9— Mark Your Calendar!
Nuelealue,lhoe.PAIIIN.1111111mellara
Maiolimb&

0MeV&

p.m.
7:00 a.m. Downtown Court Square
12:00

LAST MARKET OF THE SEASON!
THIS WBEIC
PEARS, APPLES,PALL SQUASH, HOT & SWEET PEPPERS,
SWEET POTATOES,FRESH BAKED GOODS,PUMPKINS,
GOURDS,ONIONS AND BEANS.

294

& Gifts
HWY.641 N.• MURRAY
(270) 753-1725

www.rollingh.com

t#4* FALL SAVINGS
A
FRIDAY
15% OFF

Storewide!
(cash & carry only)

ALL DAY FRIDAY
"Kentmcky Citable?/Voirstry erpeoti"
Open Monday-Saturday 9-5 • Closed Sunday

111.3
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Murray

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
e-mail: hteague@murrayledger.com

www.murrayledger.com

MSU presents 'Moonlight and Magnolias'
Special to the Ledger
"Moonlight and Magnolias."
by Ron Hutchinson, is a farcical
take of the making of the most
beloved film of all time."Gone
with the Wind." It's sure to
leave you laughing and coming
back for more.
If you enjoy the film "Gone
With the Wind," this is the show
for you. The play follows a trueto-life event surrounding the
issues of writing the screenplay
for the movie that millions of
people in all countries of the
globe would come to enjoy
While there has been some artistic license taken with exactly
who said what to whom, the
final product is a play that will
Photo provided
make you laugh out-loud.
The Murray State University Tuba-Euphonium Ensemble is pictured with its director, Dr. Todd
Photo provided
1939 Hollywood is abuzz.
E. Hill.
Legendary producer David 0. Chase Chadwick, Judd Cavitt and Salar Ardebili go head-toSelznick has shut down produc- head in the comedy "Moonlight and Magnolias," presented at
tion of his new epic,"Gone with MSU's Studio Theatre Oct. 24-27.
the Wind." a film adaptation of
Margaret Mitchell's novel. The office, he locks the doors,closes impassioned love song. and a
the world of tubas, and Percy Obermeyer of Jasper, Ind., Grant screenplay. you see,just doesn't the shades, and on a diet of blazing critique of Hollywood
Special to the Ledger
a review from the Chicago
On Tuesday evening. Oct. 29. Grainger's(188219611 "Country Knox of Lexington, Bryce work. So what's an all-powerful bananas and peanuts. the three
men labor over five days to Sun Times said about the show.
the Performing Arts Hall in the Gardens" will dose the first por- Duncan of Russellville, Chad movie mogul to do?
The play will be performed
Thompson of Murray, Andrew
While fending off the film's fashion a screenplay that will
Old Fine Arts Building at Murray tion of the program.
Student soloists will include Gore of Ashland City. Tenn.. and stars, gossip columnists and his become the blueprint for one (il Oct. 24.26 at 7:30 p.m.. and
State University will he reverberating with the sound of 17 tubas Jonathan Cearfoss of Marietta, Luke Woodrum of Mayfield. own father-in-law. Selznick the most successful and beloved Oct. 27 at 2:30 p.m. and
7:30pin. at the Studio Theatre.
of different keys. sizes, and tim- Ga. on euphonium performing Tubas include Pinson along with sends a car for famed screen- films of all time.
— Mi.xmlight and Magnolias' 31013 Wilson Hall. Tickets and
"Fantasy for Euphonium and Max Crofton of Murray, Madison writer Ben Hecht and pulls forbres.
The OcTUBAfest concert w ill Piano" by Philip Sparke, Roger Jarrett of Paducah. Malcolm midable director Victor Fleming is a Hollywood dream-factory more inform:111(m are available
begin at 7:30 p.m. and will feature Graves of Murray, also on eupho- Jones of Louisville, Ben Paul of from the set of "The Wizard of farce ... At once a hyperventi- by calling the MSt I Department
three outstanding soloists and the nium. performing "Beautiful Clinton. Leo Albitre of Murray. Oz." Summoning both to his lating slapstick comedy, an of Theatre at MSti at 809-4421
Tuba- Colorado" by Joseph DeLuca, Stephen Courtney of Mayfield.
MSU
member
17
Euphonium Ensemble under the and Cody Pinson of Marion on Quinton Roberts of Belleville.
direction of Dr. Todd E. Hill. tuba, performing the opening III., and Christopher Abell of
MSU music professors Ray movement (1. Allegro deciso) Owensboro.
The MSU Tuba-Euphonium
Conklin and Hill coordinate the from the "Concerto for Tuba" by
Ensemble is well-known in the
.OcTUBAfest concert. There is no Edward Gregson.
The full ensemble will close community for its annual
admission fee and the public is
the program with a transcription OcTUBAfest Concert and for its
invited.
"Murray
The large ensemble will be of Franz Von Suppe's t 1819- annual
enjoy the coveted primetime 8 p.m. Saturday time
Special to the Ledger
appearances
TUBAChristmas"
"Light
beloved
and
familiar
1895)
of
variety
performing a wide
slot.
have
will
Improv
Paducah
—
Ky.
PADUCAH,
selections spanning several cen- Cavalry Overture." "This one is a downtown in Murray Main
cities
different
Meanwhile in Paducah. the Studio Series.
two
in
perform
to
opportunity
the
proAlley"
"Dicken's
Street's
group"
the
for
'war-horse'
turies of musical history. Susato's real
comthe
26.
Oct.
Saturday,
On
time.
and Giggles" takes place at The Markel
"Ghouls
same
the
at
(c.1510-c.1570) "Ronde and Hill said. "There are plenty of gramming. The group has been
2013
the
to
team
improv
one
take
will
troupe
edy
Theater with two shows, a PG-I3 7
Studio
House
excellence
its
for
recognized
toes
Saltarelle" will open the program. notes to go around, and
followed by Dr. Hill's arrange- should be tapping along with the through performances at the Compass Improv Festival in St. Louis. Mo.for the p.m. show and a more mature 9 p.m. show.
night. Tickets are $5 at the thxtr the day of the shoiv for
ment of Henry Purcell's t 1659- gallop! I think there will be much Kentucky Music Educators second straight year while on the same
per- general admission seating and guests are encourhe
will
troupe
the
from
team
comedy
another
the
Conference,
Association
please
so
everyone,
for
enjoy
to
1695) madrigal "In These
Market
The
at
Series
Studio
monthly
its
forming
International Tuba-Euphonium
aged to dawn their best Halloween gear.
Delightful. Pleasant Groves." come join us."
Members of the ensemble Conference, and the Phi Mu House Studio in Paducah.
Paducah Improv was created with the v ision to
Edvard Grieg's (1843-1907) "In
"This is such an awesome time for us!" said provide consistent entertainment to the Paducah
National
Sinfonia
the Hall of the Mountain King" include euphoniums Cearfoss and Alpha
Paducah Improv Producer Chuck Tate. "Having area and surrounding region with improvisational
Eric Assembly.
with
along
makes an interesting translation to Graves
the range and the talent to perform and represent
comedy and original sketches. The goal ot
our brand in two different states at the same time
Paducah Improv is to provide the community with
is SO cool!"
entertainment, deliver a community
The 2013 Compass Improv Festival showcases affordable
performance, production and
through
Service
improv comedy teams from all over the country
supportive donations to
offer
and
internships,
opporan
members
Improv
Paducah
the
and gives
whenever possible.
organi/ations
charitable
local
tunity to learn from other performers and teachers
Stacey Smith.
Little,
Murray
Four
residents,Terry
from
team
the
year,
throughout the weekend. Last
Paducah had the 12 a.m.Sunday time slot. but this Sarah Hines and Audra Todd.joined the team earyear the group has moved up the ladder and will lier this year

OcTUBAfest to be held Tuesday

Paducah Improv to perform in
2 cities at same time Saturday
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Shredder it E•scrap Event
October 26, 2013

You May Drop Off Your Items During

93rd Make A Difference Day
Location:
Roy Stewart Stadium
9 A.M. to 1 P.M.

THE Mt
Times
sources
inaccura
Reader
informal
their owi
persons
nies me
are bell(
utable.
Ledger
any of
accept E
ity what:
activatel

r

Event made possible by
Calloway County and
Creative Recycling.
HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times

Collected Items:
Eyeglasses • E-scrap • Plastic Containers
Glass • Newspaper • Magazines • Books
Cell Phones • Clothes
Aluminum & Tin • Used Motor Oil

'SHREK THE MUSICAL': Jake Hunter is pictured as the diminutive Lord Farquaad in
Playhouse in the Park's production of ''Shrek the Musical." The show continues through Nov.
3. and show times are 7 p m Fridays and Saturdays and 2:30 p.m. Sundays. For more information or tickets. call 759-1752 or visit www.playhouseinthepark.net.

•
We will be accepting TV's...
$5 disposal fee (limit 3)

, doe4"°•-•
oreessiew
Cypress Springs mi
Restaurant

Res
4
1
(1/

3 me.
6m0
1 yr..

4
1
/

"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake

bast tOeekeiJ 05 ("The Season!

270-762-0300

State
Dayti

Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
Still Owned & Operated by the Williams Family

St. Ad
City_

LAST DAY SUNDAY, OCT. 27th

Located Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
www.cypressspringsresort.com

Checl

Name

Friday, Saturday & Sunday 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Any questions, please call

Hoi
3 me.
6 ow.
1 yr. .

270-436-5496
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ADJUSTKENTS
Advertisers are requested iu cried,
the first insertion of their ads for any
error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion Any error should be report
ed immediately so corrections can
be made

Lepel Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wonted
Position Wanted
Domestic 4 Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Horns Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn • Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
770
MO
205
3430
320
130
340
360
370
MO
390
410
425

Paris Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Spode Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Horne Lots For Sole
Mobile HOT!. For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Horne Lots For R•M
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Roonw For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets 8 Supplies
Livestock 8 Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent Of Lease

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
460
465
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sate
Lots For Rent
F•flOs For Sate
Acreage
HOffoes FOC Sale
Motorcycles & ATVs
Auto Parts
Sport Utilrly riernicles
Used Cars
VW'S
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats I Motors
Services °tiered
Free Column
Tobacco et Supplies

-.... CLASSIFIED AD RATES .....(1_1656
In.,1.1 V% ‘
$3.35

$8.50 Column Inch, 60', Duscount 2nd Run,
40", Discount 3rd Run.
1/111 i Ad. Alliq RllIl t,VItillt1 b Day Period )
per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

I I.1 .1 ,,-.
$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
11; extra hr 'smart Sa% it(Mon I fir.,itititl, go into 'smart ',aver)
i , er1,1 1,'
I'LA(..E 'I t it R. i IN) A1 1 AND II WILL APPEAR ON
i ili S. i it a 1 i \ i Ni. iisi RA 4 1 IARk.f.

DEADLINES
Monday

Ft 10 am,

Smarl Saver
Tuesdal

Non. 9am

Wednesday

Mat. 12 p.m.

F.9a.m.

Tue.1p.m.

Thursday
Foday

Vied 12 p.m

Saturday

Ths,r12p.m.

The piiht.sher matntain5 the right to reiet

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
070
Position Wanted

Photo provided

II go head-topresented at

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
Goats & Goat Meat
Murray (731)225-0421

song. and a
of Hollywood
n the Chicago
lStilt the shoss.
he peril wined
:31) p.m.. and
30 p.M
and
it id
Theatre.
II Ticket% and
1 are available
ii. flepartment
at 8(N-442.1

m in
day

Lynn Grove

-FINAL WEEKDOWNTOWN
SATURDAY MARKET
FRESH COUNTRY
SAUSAGE

The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position of
Advertising Sales Representative.

SPECIAL ON
PREMIUM GROUND
BEEF
STOCK UP FOR
WINTER

Responsibilities for this position include
working with a business to create
advertising plans and develop new
accounts in Murray and surrounding
areas. Must enjoy working with the public

STUBBLEFIELD
FARM
753-3187

Self Storage

and be self-motivated. Degree in advertising
or marketing is preferred. Previous sales
experience is required.

060

270-519-0143
CUff &

ADVERTISING SALES

Help Wanted

Paid holidays and vacation, health and
dental plans. salary plus commission, are

Laura Key

all part of an excellent benefit package.

Lily Pad
Learning Center
has openings,for
children 6w1g42yrs
Located
701 S. 4th St.
in the old
Wee Care building
Please stop by or call
761-5459
for more info.

MAX's 641 Towing &
Service intends to file
for title and sell the following vehicle no later
than Nov 6. 2013 to
recover towing and
2004
storage fees
Chevy Impala VIN #
2G 1WF52E249339832
last registered to
Timothy Max Morgan

No

conducted.

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-T
Murray, KY 42071
or

A national cleaning
company is seeking a
Project Manager for an
.-14
Industrial location in
Pump ns
Murray. KY. Candidate
Wright Farms
will be a working man2241 Jones
ager for the janitorial
Sparkman Rd
Previous
services.
it 270-753-6835
Supervisor Experience
270-227-2289
and a clean backI• .
ground is a must.
Apply by calling 1-800246-3221 x500 leave
Papa Smurf name and number or
Storage
to
resume
send
1st Month Free! hr dept @abbcoserv co

. Saturday time
Studio Series.
at The Market
nvs. a 11 i- 13 7
9 p.m. show

;it the shoW for
sts are encour
I gear.
th the v ision to

to the Paducah
mprovisational

The goal of
(immunity vs Oh

a coninumity
rialuction and
donations to

*New Climate Control
Available
*24/7 Surveillance
*Pest Control

never possible
.Stacey Smith.

Hwy 94 East
270-978-1400 or
27(1 485-6122

,t1 the team ear

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

on-the-spot interviews will be

ads@murrayledgercom
An Equal Opportunity Employer

NOTICE OF
APPRENTICESHIP OPPORTUNITY

Bookkeeper/Administra
five Assistant St Leo
Catholic Church FullFull
position
time
at
description
stleoky org Resumes
stleoposting4gmail corn

Franchise Sales Rep
Needed.
FrT, Salary+Comm,
M-F 8am-5pm
Duties email/call
national franchises
earn new business.
Resume to.
infoOpecoproducts.corn
attn. Dan

Taking applications for
experienced body men.
Apply in person at
Parker Ford Body Shop
DISCLAIMER

Gather lip
Subscribe to the

I Farquaad in
s through Nov
:or more infor-

I
I

NH KRAY
I fig;ERSITIMES

, Horne Delivery
$341.00
I 3 mo.
$55.00
I 6 mo.
$105.00
1 yr.

I

Local Mail
It die.it •

3 mo.
mo.
1 yr.

$30.00
.....$55.00
$105.00

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
$75.00
$40.00 3 mo.
$96.00
$80.00 6 mo.
4145.08
$120.001 1 yr.

Rest of KY/TN
1,11,

,Pur,c e

3 mo
6 mo
1 yr
Check

Money Order

Visa

W(

Name
a St. Address
1
City
State

Zip

1
, Daytime Ph._
1
Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
it r all (270) 7153-1916

140
Want to Buy
ANTIOUES". gas. oil
& soda signs. pump.
military Call Larry
753-3633
Autos Wanted
Highest $$$ paid for
cars, trucks, farm
equipment. farm ";tracor
Junk
tors
repairable Free towHazel.KY
ing
( 2 7 0)4 9 2 - 86 8 8
Tennessee
(731)247-3064
CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th.
Murray
GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
refrigerator,
stove,
electric & gas heater.
storm windows
753-4109
Want to buy junk or
running cars and trucks
and junk batteries.
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694
150

The Paducah Electrical Joint Apprenticeship
& Training Committee will be accepting
applications for apprenticeship on the first
Friday of each month between the hours of
8 00 a.m & 6 00 p m at the
PE J A.T.0 offices
located at 2110 Shade Tree Dr
Paducah, KY 42003
All applications will be accepted without regard
to age, race, religion. gender, or national origin
Each applicant must meet all basic
requirements to be eligible for interview
Requirements are 17 years of age (18 at time
of acceptance), high school graduate. GED or
Associates Degree. valid drivers license, birth
certificate and proof of one full credit in Algebra
1 Eligible applicants must also obtain a
minimum required score on an aptitude test
given by J.A TC Applicants have 60 days from
date of application to supply required
information Applicants have 60 days from date
of application to supply required information
Applicants will be selected for apprenticeship in
order of the ranking received from their
interview session
For more information call 270-575-9646

SUBSCRIBE TO
THE LEDGER
TODAY!

Ledger & Times

Experienced, honest.
dependable caregiver.
Will do light housecooking,
keeping.
medicine
errands.
$11/hr (270)293-9064

I

When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
wehpage at
murrayledger corn.
you will he redirected
to johnetwork corn
By default.
Murray and local iph
listings will appear on
this wehsite
However, as a national
wehsite. not all listing,
on the Johnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us of you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
jolt listings Thank you

N ight-time
Management position
available Pay & benefits based on experience Apply in person
at Sonic Drive In, 217
S 12th St. Murray

Now Hiring Day-time
Cooks. Apply in person
at Sonic Drive In, 217
So 12th, Murray
HOSTESS
Full or part-time Apply
in person 305 S 12th
St Murray. KY

IMMEDIATE opening!
Office Manager PfT
Required lob skills
include 2 years experience with QuickBooks.
customer service, filing. answenng phones.
invoices,
generate
credit card payment,
customer follow up
resume
Send
to info@pecoproducts corn or send to
Peco Products LLC.
3812 US Hwy 641 N

Articles
For Sale
-30 gal elec wate
heater $30: -propane
furnace used 2 yrs, like
new $500, -500 gal
propane tank 20% filled
$600, -elec stove like
new $400. kitchen
counter with oak base.
sink & faucet $160, 10
ftTV antennae with 25
ft tower $150: ,wood
stove, double door.
steel $150.
270-703-0977
Alfalfa Square bales
Wheat straw bales for
sale
(270) 293-0079
CHRISTOPHER'S
Coins
Sells
coins,paper money
At Trends-N-Treasures
Murray.Kentucky
Wedesperately need to
buy your coins, paying
top $$$$$$
Dr Fuhrman
270-753-4161
Sleep
size
King
Number bed P5 series
Gitterbug
$1500
smart
and
phone
charger $50
270-753-0618
Straw $3 50/ bale
(270)753-4582.
227-7352

P/T employment. daytime Training provided
prior to employment
Successful candidate
must be able to type 70
wpm, be detail oriented, dependable and
takes pride in their
work At least 2 years
of college required
Excellent pay commensurate with expenence
and qualifications Call
859-583-0967 for an
application or more
information

Reduced to $40.000 00
Dexter area
313R. 2BA 2001 28x40
manuf. home.
Open floor plan 1.2 dr
lot 1PnCed in hack yard
Brent Evans 4 Rivers Realty
270-205-1650

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
1270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
m - 4 pm.M-F

99 Fleetwood 28x64
Limited
Stonendge
model 3BR. 2BA Must
be moved 752-0316
Call for appt

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
*We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

2 & 3 Bedroom
(270)293-6116
320
Apartments For Rent

L

1 bedroom apartments
locations
Various
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109

Commencal Prop

For

Rent

40 x 88 metal building
406
at
ocated
Circle
Subnbury
Murray KY 3 10x10
overhead doors gas
heat Can be used for 2
shops Front
back
$400/month.
$300/month
i2701436-2915
Commercial Retail
spaces at
competitive rates.
Conveniently located
at 400 & 404 N 4th St
Plenty of customer
paved parking.
Spaces ranging from
750-1500 sg.ft.
Can be modified to
meet individual
business needs
(270) 753-0201

3BR 2BA all utilities,
cable/internet
basic
and appliances included New floors and
paint $1125/month «
11
$1125/deposit
Murray
Welch Dr
293-1200 or 293-4090

Bearded Dragon with
everything included
$150 (270)753-7224

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs

Obedience
DOG
glendhenmere corn
(270)436-2858

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

605 E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713

BRAND NEW PILLOW
Top Mattress Sets Still
in plastic, King $375
Full $175
(270)293-4121
Queen Pillow Top mattress set NEW in plas$195 270-293tic
4121 Can deliver

**OWNER FINANCE**
3BR 2BA nice setting.flat 1 acre $2.950
down. $495/mo
2220 Wrather Pd,
Murray area
(615)397-3171
28R, & lot $1190000
753-6012

1001 Vine Exceptiona
3 BR. 2BA. remodeled
home. Granite counter
tops, C/H/A. hospital
area 589.500 00 Must
see (313) 801-1918
New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872
2 Bedroom 1 Bath. nice
neighborhood. walk to
Murray State Campus
$69.000 Contact
270-227-3670
3BR 1 5 BA. attached
garage, storage on 5
acre lot in quiet neighborhood lust 5 minutes
Murray
of
west
$109,500
1270) 436-5927 or
12701 978-2861
Large home & 90
acres Includes 3 acre
lake, good hunting/fishing,
shop.
30x80
&
shop
26xx38
attached 38x24 shed
48 acre tillable. 45 acre
House has
timber
indoor gym theatre
rec room All or part
559-2032

14. 15. 16 inch

Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606

Apartments
Livestock it Supplies

270-753-X556

mule
horse,
Harness for both 6
miniature donkeys 4
1
females/2 males
wagon 293-0693,
293-1074

Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments availCall for your
able
today
appointment
270-753-2905 .
NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Ants
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD # 711

3/2 Brick Ranch. unfurnished. city schools
quiet neighborhood on
Melrose Drive. central
A,'C & heat. 2-car
garage.
attached
stove, fridge. dishwasher. WiD hookup,
big
carpets.
new
fenced back yard. yearly lease-$900 rent. Tel

Public Sale
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

.k1urr.11, ledger & time, Fair
Musing Si NOlict
hero!,
•idit tti.t1,1
' •
'

•

f,I

1-270-978-1204
Carpentry
All
Construction New conhome &
struction
Mobile Home repair,
decks 753-0353 Larry
Nimmo

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING
*Asphalt Instai[alion
*Seal coating &
striping
40 yrs. experience

(270)759-0501
PRESCOTT
ROOFING
,olatIor
pi,r-on, in. bent, ,ntormr,i
..I.AelhOg,rdi•el•Cfl it
Mal
orptWhi
,Ifl in
nth I" ro,
For further woo‘lactiv.tth
Vi11.ft,If10, ft.,111,1,
I , • •
t
Olg••`?•

Over 28 Years
Experience
Zach 270-873-7700
Ai Slygleb HanstfAsitc1

Hill Electric
REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE Apartment building and duplexes Visit
nicholsenterprises net
or call 270-753-4109

3 Hunting & Income
Producing Farms
93acres
31acres
168acres
270-556-3576

Amiga

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

CLEAN CUT
LfAf

Ri NIOVAL

ISM WICHING
lintate,
I rex. e,
( all kt•% iii it

270-293-4020
Ky Lake
Remodeling
Specializing in kitchen
& bath remodeling
Decks & Porches
Fully insured
Visit
itentocitylaits
rernocbli_n_g.com

270-873-9916
FRAME S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
024 Hour
Emergency Service
*Locally owned
•Licenscid & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270)474-0323

*Trimming
*Removal
*Stump Grinding
*Firewood

•insured
(270) 489-2839

8 acres (sub divided
into Blots) In city, gravel drive, city water All
or part $48500 00
559-2032

Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
12701226-0194
Service on all
major brands
I Sensed & lmured
HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
S. TRUCKING
511 Neur Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand & mulch
(270)293-8686

HOMETOWN
TREE SERVICE
Insured Reliable.
& Dependable
Free Estimates
Froo Stump Removal
Cell 270-293-4489
Home 270-437-3044

David 270-227-1106

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
wow hilleleanc cum

270-978-2589
Lake house 313R2BA
inground pool hot tub
outdoor fireplace 15
town
from
mins
CO 1 . 200 , mo.
$1.200/dep 293-2544

270-293-4256

MANAGFNIFNT
2010 Honda Civic,
$31K, • weekly &
nice.
extra
(270)489-2525
• locally ouneil/operated
2002 VW Beetle, red. 759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
turbo-s, sunroof $5200
OBO (270) 293-9217

410

Red Oaks & Live Oaks
Apartments Murray 1
& 2BR available 6 mo
leases $100,dep special 753-8668 (a m) or
753-8221 (p m)

2BR I BA house 237
Tobacco Rd Murray
$425/mo
$425/deposit
293-1017

Pas int:. tie:demising
Hauling
I ON
MAVIS

HALL'S WASTE.

I fik Iron] SW,
RR triorti
1505 Duiguid Dr,
11)1) 1-800-545-18.1.1
Ext. 2#.1

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

• FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

USED TIRES

Appliences

Murray KY 42071

LOOKING for a Career
Opportunity/ Learn to
be a Captionist,

530
Services Offered

360
Storage Rentals

Double wide 2 car
garage 2 acres, 5 .iles
from Murray $80.000
down,
$3.000
$600imonth 978-0270
Owner
227-9885
Financing

VISA

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters.
junk & tree work
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service 25
years expenence Call
Don for free estimate
270-226-5576

J & S Lawn

Cafe
13 years experience
Free estimates
Leaf removal
bagging system
(270) 705-1862

Greg Mansfield
400
.---1111111

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Oast Homelown
Don
crate keeo it me
1270) 293-8480
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service Licensed
and insured Free estimates 436-2562.
227-0267
Mr Fix It
Your Handyman
270-227-4814

CLASSIFIEDS
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GARAGE & YARD SALE DIRECTORY
ESTATE SALE

HUGE 5 FAMILY
YARD SALE

3 FAMILY
;I

206 South 15th Street

Old City Park

106

OUILTERS &
SEAMSTRESS!!

Saturday
7am-?

Bedroom, kitchen, living
room & garage.
Miscellaneous items

All size adult &
toddler boys
clothes, tools,
electronics. &
household items

3647
Wiswell Rd.
(corner of Wiswell A
Crossland)

Furniture,decor
clothing from preteen girls-plus sizes,
men's clothing,
sm appliances

Fri & Sat
7am-2pm
Too much to list!

Furniture, fireproof cabinet, clothing
(including women's 2x,3x), what nots,
Christmas, etc.
Something for everyone,

Stained glass tools &
equipment, glass
grinder & saw, sofa,
glass patio table & 6
chairs, power tools,
tool belt, glassware,
misc furniture

MULTI FAMILY GARAGE SALE
8557 ST RT 94 E

SATURDAY OCTOBER 26, 2013 @ 10:00 AM
3038 RADIO ROAD, ALMO, KENTUCKY

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
7 am - ?

King size bed, dresser, night stand, full bed, half bed,
hospital bed, square dining table. w/ 4 chairs, breakfast
table w/ 4 chairs, couch, love seat, lounge chair, wingback
chair, glider rocker, odd rocker, small corner cabinet, knee
hole desk, straight chair, hall tree, wood pew. end tables,
world globe on stand, wash stand, free standing mirror,
cedar chest, day bed. Phillips big screen TV, TV & VCR, GE
refrigerator, Amana heavy duty washer, Kenmore dryer,
Kenmore washer 7 dryer. microwave, wheelchair, child's
straight chair, child's rocker. Iris juice glasses, Ryan Milk
juice glasses. set of brush gold stem goblets, misc dishes,
bowl and pitcher, oval picture & frame, old pictures. 15 gal
crock, stone jug. shoe lass. 45 records, heater. Christmas
items. Nascar items, old toys, volume of old Ford line
magazines, radio flyer rocking horse, wonder horse
rocking horses, treadmill, free standing ball goal. Yard Man
19hp 42" cut riding mower. Campbell-Hausfield air
compressor, Task Force tool chest bottom, car ramps, 8'
and 6' step ladders. Ryobi line trimmer, push mower, post
hole diggers, creeper. Coleman lantern, pet cage. dog pen
fencing. hay ring, water trough, much more.

Furniture, dishes all kinds, knick
knacks, household goods, mens.
womens & kid clothes & much more

Terms of auction, full settlement day of auction with

Voted Most
Reasonable!

cash or a good check with proper ID.
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.
For all your auction needs conta t:

Darrell Beane KY Auctioneer/Sales Associate
TN Auctioneer license # 2493
TN Firm # 5815. 270-435-4420
Terry D. Paschall KY Broker/Auctioneer
TN Auctioneer license # 6684
TN Firm # 5816. 270-767-9223
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Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house like
it is our house!

DOUBLE TAKE
, LANDSCAPES
I

Elliot Wright
Call/Text 270-978-8077

GARLAND
RENTAL1
-If you've got it, we can store it
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations.
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St.
Lights. Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage- Hwy 94E
•Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage

270-753-2905
HIGHLY PRODUCTIVE FARMLAND!
GREAT LOCATION NEAR THE AURORA COMMUNITY!
ROAD FRONTAGE ON HWY.80 & BURKEEN RD.
EASY ACCESS TO KENTUCKY LAKE!
2 MILES TO KENLAKE STATE RESORT PARK!!
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270-247-3253 .4 S.."

3855 St RI 45 Nefth • Krytielo KY 42065
2628 Coy MN Rd • Ropkinsyttle KY 42210
h.'rri..m. t OOOO• 1.1111 800-380-4318

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
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4
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6
2
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•••

MINI
SMORAGE
111111 11 I
All Size Units
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units

753-3853

Meet singles right
now! No paid operators, lust real people
like you. Browse
greetings, exchange
messages and connect live. Try it free.
Call now. 1-888-9792264

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
- Saturday, Oct. 26th,
10 a.m. 323 Bandy
Road, Holland, KY.
622+/- acres, 4200 sq.
ft. home. Tractors,
farm equipment,
antiques, furniture.
Sandy Mills, Broker,
Russell Mills,
Auctioneer. 270-6187800 www.millsauctions.corn
HELP WANTED
Contractors Needed
Today, Property
preservation construction: lock changes,
grass cuts, wintenzalions & more. Must
have computer, Internet and camera.
Contact Us: (813)
936-2221, terntories@seaslIc.com,
www.seaslIc.com
Earn $500 A-Day:
Insurance Agents
Needed, Leads: No
Cold Calls;
Commissions Paid
Daily, Lifetime
Renewals, Complete
Training:
Health/Dental
Insurance, Life
License Required Call
1-888-713-6020

Check the Murray Ledger
Times for all your updates!

for work in Pendleton
and other Kentuckiana
counties. Must have
experience with
dependable transportation. Excellent
pay and benefits. Call
502-992-3706 for
details to apply.
Live. Work. Party.

Play! Hiring 18-24
girls/guys Fun Sales
Job! $400-$800
Weekly. Paid
Expenses. Signing
Bonus_ Are You
Energetic & Fun? Call
1-866-251-0768
INSURANCE
Colonial Life: Seeking
licensed agents or
B2B sales representatives to market voluntary benefits to
employees.
Commissions average
$52K-/yr. Training &
leads. Call Mallory
Mayhall, 502-2729670,
MMMayhall@Colonial
Life corn
MISCELLANEOUS
Airlines Are Hiring Train for hands on
Aviation Career FAA
approved program
Financial aid if qualified - Job placement
assistance. Call
Aviation Institute of
Maintenance 888-2072053
Mobile Homes for
Sale
Mobile Homes with
acreage. Ready to
move in. Seller
Financing with
approved credit. Lots
of room for the price,
3Br 2 Ba. No renters.
859-977-3970
LandHomesExpress.c
om
NOTICES
Donate your car, truck
or boat to Heritage for
the Blind. Free 3 Day
Vacation, Tax
Deductible, Free
Towing, All Paperwork
Taken Care of 800658-4591.
REAL ESTATE
44 APPROX ACRES
of pasture land at
Scott/Harrison Co
line, priced at
$4900/acre, private
entrance, nice barn &
some fencing & sever-

al ponds Motivated
Seller, Alma L
Hopkins/ RectorHayden Realtors (859)
608-2003
SERVICES
DISH TV RETAILERSAVE! Starting at
S19 99/month (for 12
months.) FREE
Premium Movie
Channels. Free
Equipment.
Installation &
Activation. Call,
Compare Local Deals,
1-800-254-1095.
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
35 Driver Trainees
Needed, Learn to
drive for Werner
Enterprises, Earn
$750 per week! Local
CDL Training gets you
lob ready in 3 weeks,
1-877-243-1812
Apply Now, CDL
Dnvers in High
Demand, Get your
CDL Training in 16
days at Truck America
Training and go to
work, State WIA
Grants and VA
Accepted Tuition
Financing Available
1st yr avg $38 $40,000 per ATA (502)

955-6388 or (866)
244-3644
Attention Regional &
Dedicated CDL-A
Drivers! Averitt is
Growing and we need
you! Full-benefits and
weekly homettme.
Join us today! 855430-8869 Apply
online at
AventtCareers.com
Equal Opportunity
Employer
Call Now, International
Truck Dnving
School/BIH Trucking
Company Now Taking
Students, No CDL. No
Problem! State WIA
Program if qualified or
Financing available
888-780-5539
www.facebook_com/itd
school

CDL-A Drivers Up to
$5,000 Sign-On
Bonus Solo and
Teams Excellent
Home Time & Pay!
BCBS Benefits. Join
Super Service, 866722-5112
DriveForSuperService
COM

Drivers - CDL-A Train and work for us,
Professional, focused
CDL training available
Choose Company
Driver, Owner
Operator, Lease
Operator or Lease
Trainer. (877) 3697192
www.CentralTruckDriv
ngJobs.corn
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Flatbed Dnvers New
Pay Scale-Start
37cpm Up
to 04cpm Mileage
Bonus Home
Weekends Insurance
& 401K Apply @
Boydandsons corn
800-648-9915
HOME WEEKENDS
Regional Flatbed.
Guarantee Pay. Exc.
Pay & Benefits 0/0p5
welcome. Heavy haul
available. Call today
for details 800-5545661 ex1.331 www tlxtransportjobs
NDL Seeking CDL-A
Solos & Teams!
Choose your own
Home Time! Solos: up
to 44cpm. Teams: up
to 54cpm. No Touch
Freight.
Medical/Dental/Life
Insurance 1 -Year
Recent Verifiable

Experience. 877-3349677.
www.Drive4NDL.corn
Tanker & Flatbed
Company
Drivers/Independent
Contractors!
Immediate Placement
Available Best
Opportunities in the
Truclung Business
Call Today 800-2770212 or
www.primeinc.corn

by Jacqueline Bigar

Horoscope
for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Friday. Oct. 25, 2013:
This year opportunities come to
you through work, from people
you know in your community
and from your own efforts.
People view you as talented. If
you are single. you might meet
someone very different from
you. If you are attached, the two
of you will grow through a
unique encounter with someone
new. Pursue a mutual hobby.
CANCER helps you get past
self-imposed restrictions.
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(270) 759-0890

needs LABORERS.
CARPENTERS,
OPERATORS ASAP
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812 Whitson Ave.

Large employee
owned contractor

Real Estate Sells Absolute To The Highest Bidder At 10:00 AM'
Auction Held At Kenlake State Resort Park Located At
542 Kenlake Rd., Hardin, KY 42048
VISIT HARRISAUCTIONS.COM FOR MORE PHOTOS!

Norman
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WWW.OECIAC NET

AUCTIONS

1
LANDSCAPES
*Trimming Hedges •New Landscapes
*Clean Out Existing Beds *Mulching
•Push Mow Newly Sodded Yards
*Mowing Suburbs, Estates & Farms
*Bagging Fall Leaves
OTHERIERVICES
•Hardscapes-Patios • Sodding/Seeding
Debris Cleanup *Tree Damage
*Pressure Washing *Gutters
Need References? Got 'em!

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

i..

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, 1.1k

ADULT

Free Estimates
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270-293-1924
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Farm Location: Hwy.80 & Burkeen Rd., Dexter, KY 42036
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Replacement and Repair

Saturday, November 16th 2013 @ 10:00 AM
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STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
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Give me a call - I'll give you a quote!
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Answer to previous puzzle
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Saturday
8am-2pm

Friday & Saturday
7am-?

PUBLIC AUCTION

7
3 7

OVING SALE
706 Earl Ct

National Guard Armory
121 North

(Calloway Co.)

Thurs & Fri
8am-?

Saturday

8am-12 noon

13) l)iGnxii

112

3

Yards & Yards of
Fabric & Notions,
adult clothing,
household
& knick knacks

**VFW YARD SALE**

Corner of 121 N
& Wallace Dr

'BaptisoIf CW:usrtch')

gnu with
Suloku is a nurnber-plaong puzzle based on a 9x9
numbers 1)0
several gven nurribefs The oblect is to place the
and eaCh
column
9 in the empty squares so that each row each
OdTtaity level
3x3 box contans the same molter onty coal The Sunday
ol the Concepts Sudoku increases ttom Monday to

SUDOKU

Fri & Sat
7am-?

Friday

8am-3pm

HUGE
MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE

Loeb

Concept's SudoKu

75 ust n

North 10th St

Friday & Saturday
8am-2pm

HUGE
GARAGE SALE

Murray I.
Murray Ledger & Times

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** You could be taken
aback by everything that happens. Your optimism helps you
get through a difficult situation.
Your imagination might put a
story to an event, but it also
might not be a valid interpretation. Be open to the real narrative when it is revealed.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You might want to
address an issue early on if it is
causing distance between you
and someone else. Your imagination goes haywire at what
might be ailing this person. Your
creativity knows no limits, as you
demonstrate by sharing your
thoughts.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Curb a need to want

more from a situation than
someone is willing to give.
Recognize what is happening
between you and this party.
Avoid distorting the facts, and
make a point to read between
the lines. Ride the wave of
amorous moments.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** A loved one could be withdrawn. You can't force this person to open up, so remain positive. Choose to be a role model.
Know that everything will work. A
call at the end of the day could
trigger thoughts of traveling
abroad.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** How you frame a situation
could change the outcome Use
care, as you might want to allow
the cards to fall as they may.

Though you might not feel it, you
are very lucky at present. Still,
curb wild risk-taking,
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Where your friends are
is where you want to be. Be
aware that getting there might
take a lot more time than you
would like. A partner might be
ethereal and vague. Do your
best to draw out information.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Take charge of a situation,
and know full well your limits and
also your capacity for leadership.
Others respond with enthusiasm. One person might have a
secret agenda, as he or she
might be interested in you
beyond a friendship.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You could be taken

aback by someone's generosity,
especially as you have been
somewhat withdrawn. Perhaps a
conversation would be in order.
This person has only positive
vibes when it comes to you.
Make plans to get together soon
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** You have unusual strength
that carries you through difficult
times. You might want to have a
discussion to clear the air.
Optimism surrounds an important tie in your life. Make a point
of spending more time with this
person.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You need to lighten up
about your views and let others
follow through on theirs. You will
appreciate having a lighter
schedule. You need to trust that

someone besides you is capa
ble. Take a break from the hectic
pace.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Unfortunately, you ar(
likely to be left holding the bac
today. Others requested that yot
do this or that for them in orde
that they might leave work or
time. You said 'yes." Now yot
are in a position of dealing witt
the extra extras!
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Tap into your spon
taneity and use good sense
Your ideas have a uniquel
anchored quality. Do not hesitat(
to express some of them to i•
group that often plays devil'5
advocate with you. You might b(
surprised at the feedback yot
get.

.14
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COMICS/ FEATURES
Changing white fat cells to
Divorcee longs for fairy-tale
may help conquer obesity
proposal on bended knee brown
DEAR DOCTOR K: In a it. They are brown because they
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Ten years ago
Kindergartner Clara Beth
Arnold was pictured planting a
tulip bulb at East Elementary
School as part of the school's
Red Ribbon Week, which promoted drug- and alcohol-free
lifestyles.
Woodmen of the World
Southeastern Region recently
teamed up with Habitat for
Humanity to build a home in a
week. Pictured were members
from Hopkinsville and Princeton
as well as Fraternal Coordinator
Mark Anderson. of Murray.
Local soccer players receiving
All-Region honors were Lauren
Clemson. Emily Seay. Haley
Hart. Lisa Hester, Chelsea
Riggins. Rachel Williams. Kayla
Bazzell. Katie Bogard. Chelsea
Cleaver, Mallorie Esterlein.
Haley White. Tim Masthay.
Lucas Mathis. Wes Claiborne.
Jordan Steiner. Nick Warner.
Micah Brame and Drew Jonas.
Twenty years ago
Volunteers Linda Stitt and
Rachel! Klapper were pictured
with Nicki. a German Shepherd
pet therapy dog. and a puppy
from the Humane Society.
Christy Westphal,_of Calloway
County. recently competed in the
America's Most Beautiful Girls
Preliminary Pageant held at
Kentucky Oaks Mall in Paducah.
She won most photogenic and
America's Most Beautiful Girl in
her division.
Kailey Michelle Stone was
recently named USA National
Overall High Point Winner in her
age division and first runner-up
in Most Photogenic at American
Universal Pageant held at the
Executive Inn in Paducah.
Births reported included a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Keith Mason,
Oct. 13; a boy to. Mr. and Mrs.
Craig Fortenbery, Oct. 13; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Troupe.
Oct. II: and a boy to Mr. and

knew the answer. Marriage came
first. Is this now "none of my
business'? The grandma-to-be has
offered no due. Can you help me
out?. -- OUT OF THE LOOP OUT
WEST
DEAR OUT OF THE Loon
If Grandma-to-be is keeping mum,
you can bet there's a reason. If
the father was Prince Harry. she
would be trumpeting it from the
rooftops. Your friend may not know
who the father is or have some
other reason for not disclosing it.
Unless you want to tiptoe through
a minefield, my advice is DON'T
GO THERE.
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 13-yearold girl who suffers from what
I'm afraid is obsessive-compulsive
disorder. I have known for four
years. but I never told my parents. I finally opened up to them
a few days ago, and I thought
they wanted to help. But later 1
heard them mock my condition
and laugh about it.
Abby. 1 thought my parents
wanted to help me. but it's becoming clear that they don't. They
have offered me therapy. but I'm
scared they will mock me for
that, too. Now I'm atraid to go.
Should I? -- O.C.D. DAUGHTER
DEAR DAUGHTER: When
people don't understand something,
unfortunately they sometimes laugh
at it. However. are you absolutely certain that what your parents
were laughing about concerned
you and not something else? I
find it hard to believe that loving parents would laugh at their
child's discomfort.
You should by all means take
them up on their offer of talking
to a therapist. It is the surest way
to find a solution for your probm. And when you do. tell the
therapist you think you heard your
parents laugh about your problem, because if it's true and they
are not aware of how serious the
problem may be. the therapist can
explain it to them.

birth to Prince Edward. later King
Edward VI.
In 1648. the Peace of Westphalia (west-FAY'-lee-uh) ended
the Thirty Years War and effecti% el y destroyed the Holy Roman
Empire.
In 1861. the first transcontinental telegraph message was sent
by Chief Justice Stephen J. Field
of California from San Francisco
to President Abraham Lincoln in
Washington. D.C.. over a line built
by the Western Union Telegraph
Co.
ra)lor
In

By the Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Oct. 24.
the 297th day. of 2(113. There are
68 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 24. 1962, a naval
quarantine of Cuba ordered by President John F. Kennedy went into
effect during the missile crisis:
the blockade was aimed at interdicting the deliver) of oftensiye
weapons to the island.
On this date:
In 1537. Jane Seymour. the
third wife of England's King Henry
VIII. died 12 days after gi‘ing
131(
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became the first person to go over
Niagara Falls in a barrel.
In 1939. Nylon stockings were
first sold publicly in Wilmington,
Del.
In 1940, the 40-hour work
week went into effect under the
Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938
In 1945,the United Nations officially came into existence as its
ctarter took effect.
In 1952. Republican presidential candidate Dwight D.Eisenhower declared in Detroit. "I shall go
to Korea" as he promised to end
the conflict.
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AND THAT INSIPID ANIMATED
STATION LOGO JUMPS OUT
FROM THE CORNER OF
THE SCREEN-.
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...TO HYPE ANOTHER
SHOW DURING
THIS CRUCIAL
MOMENT.
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I'M FEELING DOWN,
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Price holders
Venezia's nation
Touch on
Lustrous fabrics
Bender
Catch in a net
Hyde, to Jekyll
Wide shoe marking
Film prize
Comically exaggerated
Boosted
"Put —happy face"
Junior, e.g.
One of the Titans
Appraised
Minimal amount
Mendes of movies
Sinbad, for one
Like the Super Bowl
Watch reading
'Oh, my!"
Corrosive stuff
Monks' homes
Scoundrels
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(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.corn, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor, Boston, MA

cred a simple way to keep track
CLEAN SINK
WINTER
Dear Heloise: I keep a small of household goods. particularly
WISDOM
Dear bottle of dish soap by the sink in the kitchen: I emptied each
Readers: because I hand-wash my pots and drawer into a separate shoe-boxSonic parts of pans. Recently. I squirted a few size, clear plastic bin. The plasthe country drops of soap into the empty sink tic bins were then stacked into movgetting and used my plastic pot scrubber ing boxes. For unopened boxed
are
into COLDER to wash the sink. After rinsing. food and even canned goods. I
WEATHER. my sink looked as clean and shiny used larger plastic bins and taped
Prepping your as my pots, and it was a lot eas- them shut. This made unpacking
home for the ier than getting out the special- a snap. — Patricia P., The Woodupcoming win- ized sink cleaner and sponge.(Plus. lands, Texas
ter 13 important. especially in areas it rinsed a lot easier than some SALSA CUPS
Dear Heloise: I save the tiny
with extreme weather. It not only sink-cleaning products.) — B.P.
cups that salsa comes in
plastic
Texas
in
bill.
energy
can help reduce your
from restaurants and use them to
but also prolong the life of your SHOE PICKS
Dear Heloise: My husband and dispense my father's morning and
house. Here are some hints to
a couple of nut picks in nighttime meds. Dad can lift the
keep
I
help you:
* Check doors and windows the car for cleaning our shoes cup and pour all the pills right
for drafts. Replace weatherstrip- after we take a walk in the park. into his mouth without dropping
ping if needed. Be sure to check The park we favor has a lot of one. — Rachel in San Antonio
/. too, save the little cups and
electrical outlets. too.Seal ifthey're tiny, rough stones that catch in
the treads of our shoes. The nut use them for all kinds of things.
letting in cold air.
* Cover pipes where they are picks are a great way to get all from salad dressingfor dipping vegof these stones out of our shoes gies in to ketchup for french fries.
exposed to the elements.
* Have the chimney cleaned so that they do not damage our — Heloise
Send a money-saving or timeand inspected. Remember to keep floors when we get home.
hint to Heloise, P.O. Box
saving
slidmake
to
is
hint
Another
the vent closed when not in use
ing glass doors run more smooth- 795000, San Antonio, TX 78279to keep cold air out.
* Inspect the roof and exteri- ly: run an old white candle on 5000, or you can fax it to 1or of your home for loose shin- the runner. This waxes it without 210-HELOISE or email it to
can't
gles. cracks or other repairs that making it gummy or leaving any Heloise(at)Heloise.com. 1
discoloration behind -- Cecilia answer your letter personally but
need to be made.
will use the 'best hints received
* Have a professional inspect B. %la email
in my column.
your heating system to make sure KEEPING TRACK OF GOODS
(02013 by King Features SynDear Heloise: When we were
it is working properly.
Inc.
dicate
'discos
I
home,
new
a
to
moving
— Heloise
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THAT'S 'THE OLDEST STORY
I'VE EVER HEARD.
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16
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"See yar
Cain's brother
Central American nation
"Silkwood" star
"Got it"
Lively dances
Maximally
Goff position
Powerful bunch
Bat wood
Spanish king
Central American nation
Lotion ingredient
Tear
Fossil fuel
Pay to play
Guarantee
Like a Turkish bath
Field worker
James Cameron movie

Pub choices
Give off
Cincinnati team
Nabokov novel
S Dak neighbor
Collar
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37
38
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contain lots of mitochondria. the
energy factories inside each cell.
The mitochondria in brown fat
cells burn fat to create one kind
of energy: heat.
Animals with relatively more
brown fat are less likely to develop insulin resistance, a precursor to diabetes. They're also less
fat, because they burn more fat
and store less fat. In other words,
it appears that brown fat wards
off obesity.
These findings would be interesting -- but not particularly relevant -- if we couldn't control
the amount of white and brown
fat in our bodies. But ongoing
research suggests we can
Colleagues here at Harvard
have recently discovered natural
chemicals in all of us that affect
the number of white and brown
fat cells. One is a molecule called
irisin. This hormone is produced
by muscle. cells, particularly when
those cells are regularly exercised. It circulates through the
blood and transforms white fat
cells into brown fat cells.
When obese mice with insulin
resistance are given injections of
irisin. they lose weight and have
reduced insulin resistance. This
discovery has excited scientists,
for obvious reasons. If it worked
the same way in humans, and
without side effects, it could have
huge health benefits.
A word of caution: Many "silver bullets" for obesity have
come and gone. Still. I'd bet on
this newly discovered molecule,
and on other advances triggered
by the discovery that we adult
humans have brown fat within

recent column about abdominal
fat, you talked about two kinds
of fat -- brown fat and white
fat. I'd like to hear more about
them.
DEAR READER: I'm glad
you asked, because the discovery of these two types of fat
could prove to be very important. In the column you're referring to. I discussed how
visceral, or
abdominal,
fat (which
accumulates
deep inside
the abdomen)
is
more
harmful to
our
health
than subcutaBy
neous fat (the
just
fat
Dr Anthony
beneath the
Komaroff
But
skin).
when it comes to fat, it's not
just location that matters. Color
counts. too -- and brown is better.
Humans and other mammals
have two types of fat: white fat
and brown fat. (There may also
be a third kind that's in between,
sometimes called "beige fat.")
Until very recently, we thought
that adult humans had only white
fat. We knew some adult animals had brown fat, and that
human babies did, too. But we
thought babies lost their brown
fat as they grew older.
Discoveries here at Haivard
Medical School found that all
of us maintain some brown fat
cells throughout our life. Why
is this important? White fat cells
store fat. When we get "fat" -when those love handles start to
appear -- that's because we're
growing more and bigger white
fat cells.
Brown fat cells, on the other
hand, don't store fat; they burn

Hints From Neioise

Today in History

I. Flatbed
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Independent
tors!
ite Placement
e Best
nities in the
Business
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Mrs. Terry Butler. Sept. 28.
Andrew Cain and Amanda
DEAR ABBY: I am a divorcee
Cain celebrated their birthdays
in my 40s who is in a commitwith a party given by their mothted relationship with a man who
er.Tonya Cain. Andrew was 6 on
is also divorced. Neither of our
Sept. 24. and Amanda was 5 on
marriages were happy ones. We
Oct. I.
stayed in them for all the wrong
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Price
reasons. We have been together
were to observe their 50th wedfor three years, live together. love
ding anniversary Oct. 30.
each other unconditionally and
Thirty years ago
have talked
A small business seminar on
extensively
about getting
"Shoplifting: A Billion Dollar
married.
Headache" was to be held Oct. 27
My quesat the Murray-Calloway County
tion is. am I
Chamber of Commerce Center.
to
wrong
Speakers were to be Calloway
expect a traCounty Attorney Max Parker and
ditional proDr. Gary Brockway, associate
posal with an
professor of marketing at Murray
engagement
State University.
ring? It is
Julie Billington, daughter of
important to
Ted and Julie Billington, was a
me that he
By Abigail
cheerleader at the University of
would think
Van Buren
enough of me
Kentucky.
to plan one. I feel if he did it
Forty years ago
for his first wife, he should do
Mrs. Ethel Paschall Thompson
the same -- or more -- for me.
was named the Calloway County
Would it be in bad taste to menwinner in the annual Tom
tion this? -- ASKING TOO
Wallace Farm Forestry Contest.
MUCH? IN PENNSYLVANIA
Neale B. Mason directed the
TOO
ASKING
DEAR
Murray
State
University
MUCH?: Unless one of your
Orchestra in a children's concert. companion's attributes is clairvoyPictured with Mason were
ance.express your feelings. He may
orchestra
members
Diane
not be aware that you would feel
Peacock and Linda Johnson. somehow cheated if he doesn't
Over 1.3(X) school children
come forth with a gesture that is
"equal or better" than what his
attended.
ex received. Consider carefully
Fifty years ago
what resulted from that first fancy.
Kathy
Rayburn, Rebecca
proposal.
Hendon, Mike Jones, Janice
An essential ingredient in a
Wilkinson. Robert Forsee and
successful relationship is the abilLaura Moss,all local high school
ity to express one's wants and needs
students, received music scholarto the other partner. I would only
ships from the Music Department suggest that when you do. your
of the Murray Woman's Club.
thoughts are couched as a request.
Sixty years ago
Coach Ty Holland's Tigers conDEAR ABBY: Enlighten me,
tinued their, winning streaksolast
please. A friend told me her da
ter is expecting. She has • said
night by winning 21-0 over the
one word about a boy end or
Blue Devils of Grove High
marriage. How do I di omaticalSchool, Paris,'Tenn., in a football
ly ask. 'Who is the f her?"
game.
People in my generation already
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WEEK 9
SCOREBOARD
Murray High vs.
Madisonville-NH

MURRAY HIGH VS. MADISONVILLE-NORTH HOPKINS
FRIDAY•7 P.M.•TY HOLLAND STADIUM

Senior moment

Calloway Co. at
North Bullitt*

TIGERS MOVING
PAST LOSS AT
CALDWELL,
RETURN HOME

Caldwell Co. at
Crittenden Co.
Trigg Co. at
Fort Campbell
Allen-Co. Scottsville at
Franklin-Simpson
Fulton Co. at
Fulton City
Hopkinsville at
Graves Co.
Bowling Green at
Greenwood
Butler Co. at
Hancock Co.
Daviess Co. at
Marshall Co.
Ballard Memorial at
Massac Co., Ill.
Russellville at
Mayfield
Henderson Co. at
McCracken Co.
Owensboro Catholic at
McLean Co.
Webster Co. at
Paducah Tilghman
Union Co. at
Todd Co. Central

Logan Co. at
Warren Central
+Saturday contest at
North Bullitt

f013 DISTRICT
STANDINGS
CLASS 1A, Disnucr 1
2-0 8-0
Mayfield
2-0 8-0
Russellville
0-2 1-7
Fulton City
0-2 0-6
Fulton Co.
CLASS 2A, DISTRICT 1
Caldwell Co. 2-0 8-0
2-1 4-4
Murray
Ballard Mem. 1-2 7-2
Crittenden Co. 0-2 3-5
CLASS 2A, Disnucr 2
O'boro Cath. 4-0 6-2
3-1 6-2
Union Co.
2-2 5-3
Butler Co.
Hancock Co. 2-2 2-6
McLean Co. 1-3 3-5
Todd Co. Cent. 0-4 0-8

Sports Editor

Sure, last Friday's district
finale against Caldwell County
didn't play out the way Steve
Duncan hoped.
The Murray High head coach
says the 42-13 loss wasn't a
complete wash, however.
"We were playing pretty
good early in the game, and we
did some things right," he said.
"I mean, you don't get 400 yards
of total offense unless you are
doing some things all right."
Still, the Tigers came up
empty on five separate drives
inside Caldwell County's 30yard line, an issue Duncan said
he's addressing this week as his
team prepares to host Class 4A
Madisonville-North
foe
Hopkins.
"We just got down there
inside the red zone and we
weren't fine tuned enough,"
Duncan said. "Some of that was
maybe just us not doing some
things right, and then some of it
was (Caldwell) playing pretty
good defense.
"So we are working on that
now, making sure that when we
RICKY MARTIN / For the Ledger
get down there close we are firdefender behind durMemorial
Ballard
a
leaves
ing on all cylinders, not making Murray High quarterback Dylan Boone
will face Class 4A
Tigers
The
season.
the
in
earlier
Center
La
in
game
mental mistakes and effort mis- ing a district
home.
at
night
Friday
Hopkins
th
Madisonville-Nor
takes."
And Duncan said that doesn't
Junior quarterback lvanta have our work cut out for us."
only apply to the Tiger offense.
Friday
And as if the Maroons didn't
is a dynamic runner who's
White
some
up
gave
High
Murray
High vs.
Murray
has
he
enough,
Duncan
concern
complete
to
ability
big plays to Caldwell County — shown the
for
defense
Madisonville-NH
his
prepare
to
Running
needed.
when
passes
something a lot of teams have
When: 7 p.m
done this season — and said backs Jaron White and Ryan Madisonville's vaunted rushing
Where: Ty Holland Stadium (Murray,
with the Maroons coming to Ty Bowman have been two of the attack without the services of Ky.)
Radio: WNBS, 1340 AM
Holland Friday night, his team is biggest playmakers in 4A's 1st two defense starters.
Junior linebacker Jon Curd
Records: Murray High 4-4 (2-1. 1-2A);
preparing to limit the big play District, for a team that rushed
Madisonville-NH 4-4 (2-1, 1-4A)
that
sprain
ankle
high
a
has
foe
district
against
yards
371
for
potential of their opponent.
Keys to the gems: Murray High took
the
miss
to
him
force
could
week.
"We just have to make sure Calloway County last
five trips inside Vie Caldwell County
"They are really good," remainder of the regular season, 30-yard line last Friday, and came up.'
we are protecting the deep ball,
empty each time. Red zone offensive
that's one of the biggest things Duncan said ."They've got a while sophomore defensive end
production is a must this Friday
what
suffered
Hombuckle
Tre
at
score
can
that
quarterback
we are working on right now,"
against the Maroons, because the
hip
Tigers can't rely on the big play every
Duncan said. "We also have to anytime. that's a great runner Duncan called an "unusual
Caldwell series. Defensively, the Tigers have to
against
protect the deep run. Our goal is and they have some tremendous injury"
question- limit the big-play potential of
to make a team work down the skill players. Madisonville has a County, and is also
Madisonville-North Hopkins and force
able.
line
big offensive and defensive
field."
the Maroons into working the ball
As of Wednesday. Duncan
down the field. MNH rushed for 371
And with Madisonville- that matches up, actually that's
Curd and
both
expected
he
yards last week against Calloway
said
us.
than
bigger
potenbig-play
North Hopkins'
County, and Steve Duncan knows
also
each
who
—
Hornbuckle
played
has
"Madisonville
tial, Duncan knows that's somethat can't happen to his Tigers.
some tough opponents, so we
•See TIGERS, 11A
times easier said than done.

CALLOWAY CO. AT NORTH BuLLITT
SATURDAY II 3 P.M. U C.T. COLLINS FIELD

Time for change

CLASS 4A, DISTRICT 1
Owensboro 2-0 6-2
Madisonville-NH 2-1 4-4
4-4
Calloway Co. 1-2
Hopkins Cent. 0-2 0-8
cLASS 4A, DISTRICT 2
4-4
Franklin-Simp. 2-0
4-4
Allen Co.-Scot. 1-1
Warren East 1-1 4-4
0-8
Breckinndge Co 0-2
CLASS SA, DisTRIcr 1
Graves Co. 3-0 6-2
Christian Co 3-1 4-4
Hopkinsville
Ohio Co.
Apollo

2-1
0-3
0-3

4-4
2-6
1-7

CLASS 6A, Dismicr 1
ED MARLOWE Ledger & Times
Henderson Co. 2-0 7-1
Stetson escapes the
Cole
Caiioway County quarterback
6-2
McCracken Co. 2-0
last Friday at
right
his
to
scrambles
and
pocket
Daviess Co 0-2 4-4
Hopkins
-North
Madisonville
1-7
0-2
Marshall Co

Lester,
Red Sox
rout Cards
in Series
opener
AP Baseball Writer

By RICKY MARTIN

CLASS 3A, Disnurr 1
4-5
Pad. Tilghman 2-0
1-1 4-4
Irigg Co.
sort Campbell 1-1 3-5
Webster Co. 0-2 1-7

WORLD SERIES

BEN WALKER

LAWSON,LAKERS
ADDRESS ISSUES
AFTER RECENT
DISTRICT LOSSES
By NICK DOLAN

Sports Writer
It's been a rough couple
weeks for Brad Lawson and his
Lakers.
Calloway has lost two games
in a row for the first time this
season.
Unfortunately they were district games and they weren't
pretty either.
The Lakers have been
outscored 105-7 in those two
games,forcing Lawson to make
some changes to his offense.
"We shifted up some things,
offensively. We've moved some
people around and taken three
different offenses and put them
into one," he said. "People are
going to see a total different
mind set come Saturday."
Lawson has looked to the
college game to make his
changes.

Li

He is combining former
Calloway head coach and current Cal offensive coordinator
Tony Franklin. the Oregon
Ducks and Bear Bryant's wishbone option offenses to add
some potency to the Lakers.
"Here's the bottom line and I
told our coaches over the weekend, For us, for Calloway
County to be successful in football we have to think outside
•See LAKERS, 11A

Friday
Calloway Co. at

North Bullitt
When: 3 p m
Where: C T Collins Stadium
(Shepardsville Ky
Radio: WAAJ. 897 FM
Records: Calloway Co 4-4 (1-2 14A). North Bullitt 3-5 (1-2. 4-5A)
Keys to the game: The Lakers extra
day of practice should help them get
acquianted to their modified offense
but they have to be able to run the ball.
after being all but shut down last week
against Madisonville-North Hopkins
Their offensive line needs to be able to
overpower their counterpart in order for
the offense to open up After scoring
seven points in their last two games
Lawson said they have to play to be
above average On the flip side the
Laker defensive line has to do a better
lob squeezing the gaps forcing the
Eagles to take to their air They also
have to limit the big play

BOSTON (AP) — Given a
bit of help by the umpires and a
lot more by the Cardinals, the
Boston Red Sox turned this
World Series opener into a
laugher.
Mike Napoli hit a three-run
double right after the umps
reversed a blown call,Jon Lester
made an early lead stand up and
the Red Sox romped past sloppy
St. Louis 8-1 Wednesday night
for their ninth straight Series
win.
David Ortiz was robbed of a
grand slam by Carlos Beltran —
a catch that sent the star right
fielder to a hospital with bruised
ribs — but Big Papi later hit a
two-run homer following third
baseman David Freese's bad
throw.
The Red Sox also capitalized
on two errors by shortstop Pete
Kozma to extend a Series winning streak that began when they
swept St. Louis in 2004. Boston
never trailed at any point in
those four games and, thanks to
this embarrassing display by the
Cardinals, coasted on a rollicking night at Fenway Park.
It got so bad for St. Louis that
the sellout crowd literally
laughed when pitcher Adam
Wainwright and catcher Yadier
Molina, who've combined to
win six Gold Gloves, let an easy
popup drop untouched between
them.
Serious-minded St. Louis
manager Mike Matheny didn't
find anything funny, especially
when the umpires huddled in the
first inning and flipped a call by
Dana DeMuth at second base.
The six-man crew correctly
ruled that Kozma had not caught
a soft toss from second baseman
Matt Carpenter on a slow
grounder by Ortiz. A season
before Major League Baseball
employs full replay, fans got to
see a wrong get righted.
"There's five of us out here,
OK? And all five of us agreed
100 percent that it wasn't a
catch. Our job is to get it right,"
crew chief John Hirschbeck told
Matheny on audio played on the
Fox telecast.
The normally slick-fielding
Cardinals looked sloppy at
every turn. Wainwright bounced
a pickoff throw, Molina let a
pitch skitter off his mitt, center
fielder Shane Robinson bobbled
the carom on Napoli's double
and there was a wild pitch.
The Cardinal Way? More like
no way.
Game 2 is Thursday night,
with 22-year-old rookie sensation Michael Wacha starting for
St. Louis against John Lackey.
Wacha is 3-0 with an 0.43 ERA
this postseason.
Lester blanked the Cardinals
on five hits over 7 2-3 innings
for his third win this postseason.
"He was locating both sides
of the plate. His cutter is so
tough on righties. He was pretty
impressive tonight," Red Sox
second baseman Dustin Pedroia
said.
Ryan Dempster gave up Matt
Holliday's leadoff home run in
the ninth.
Boston brought the beards
and made it a most hairy night
for St. Louis. The Cardinals
wrecked themselves with just
their second three-error game of
the season.
The umpires made a mistake.
too, but at least they got to fix it
in a hurry.
After the control-conscious
Wainwright walked leadoff man
Jacoby Ellsbury, Pedroia singled
him to second with one out.
Ortiz then hit a slow
grounder to Carpenter, and it
didn't appear the Cardinals
could turn a double play.
Hurrying, Kozma let the backhanded flip glance off his glove.
DeMuth instantly called
Pedroia out, indicating that
Kozma dropped the ball while
•See WORLD SERIES, 11A
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From Page 10A
trying to transfer it to his throwing hand. Boston manager John
Farrell quickly popped out of the
dugout to argue while Pedroia
went to the bench.
"I was just trying to slide in
there to break up two. I saw it
wasn't on the transfer," Pedroia
said. "They call you out, you
have to run off. There's a lot of
great umpires out there. They
put their heads together and got
it right and that's the most
important thing."
Farrell argued with every
umpire he could and must've
made a persuasive case. As the
fans hollered louder and louder
as they studied TV replays, all
the umpires gathered on the dirt
near shortstop and conferred and
decided there was no catch at
all.
"It was pretty obvious it wasn't on the transfer. The umpires
got the right call and we got
some momentum," Ortiz said.
Pedroia came bounding from
the dugout and suddenly, the
bases were loaded in the first.
Napoli unloaded them with a
double that rolled to the Green
Monster in left-center.
Napoli, with maybe the
bushiest beard of all, certainly
picked up where he left off the
last time he saw the Cardinals in
October. In the 2011 Series, he
hit .350 with two home runs and
10 RBIs as Texas lost in seven
games to St. Louis.
The Red Sox added to their
3-0 lead with two more runs in
the second. A fielding error by
Kozma set up Pedroia's RBI single.
Ortiz, who hit a tying grand
slam at Fenway in the AL championship series win over Detroit,
sent a long drive to right-center.
Beltran. playing in his first

:
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1300 Johnson Blvd.• 270-753-8355
WORLD SERIES
All games televised by Fox
St Louis vs. Boston
Wednesday
19-9) at Boston
(Wainwnght
Louis
St
(Lester 15-8), 807 p m
Today
St Louis(Wacha 4-1) at Boston (Lackey
10-13). 807 pm
Saturday
Boston (Buchholz 12-1) at St Louis
(Kelly 10-5). 8 07 p m
Sunday
Boston (Peavy 12-51 at St Louis (Lynn
15-10). 8 15 Pm
x-Monday
Boston at St Louis, 8 07 p.m.
x-Wedneedey
St Louis at Boston. 807 p.m.
a-Thursday
St Louis at Boston 807 pm

NFL
Today
Carolina at Tampa Bay, 825 p m
Sunday
Cleveland at Kansas City 1 pm
Buffalo at New Orleans. 1 p m
Miami at New England. 1 p m
Dallas at Detroit 1 p m
N Y Giants at Philadelphia 1 pm
San Francisco vs Jacksonville at
London 1 p m
Pittsburgh at Oakland, 4 05 p m.
N Y Jets at Cincinnab, 4 05 p m.
Atlanta at Arizona 4 25 p m
Washington at Denver 4 25 p
Green Bay at Minnesota 830 p.m,
.
Monday
Seattle at St Louts, 8 40 p m

•Lakers...
From Page 10A
the box.'
"As much as I want to be
conventional, conventional is
not going to beat Owensboro
and Madisonville consistently."
And eight games into his
second season as head coach.
Lawson discovered this would
be a better fit for the future of
his Lakers.
"I've figured that out now,"
he said. "I've been here for two
years and we're going to have
to think outside the box. We've
got 10-12 players that can run
and we haven't utilized them.
We've taken out principles and
converted them to a diverse
hybrid offense."
Luckily, the Lakers have an
extra day to work on their
offense before they embark on
their longest road trip of the
season, this weekend.
Lawson said the trip will be
a good look at what they will
have to experience come playoff time.
"This kind of prepares us for
the playoffs," he said."If we go
deep in the playoffs, we're
going to have to get on a bus at
some point and travel three or
four hours to play a football
game.
"That kind of gives us a little
advantage of getting on a bus
and traveling and what better
time to do it than right before

the playoffs start."
Even though week nine is
reserved for a district contest,
the McCracken County consolidation opened up a spot in the
Lakers schedule.
And Lawson had to input
one of the few available teams,
North Bullitt.
Who, unlike the Lakers, is
under .500 at 3-5 and are coming off of a district loss,as well.
This is a chance for the
Lakers to keep one of their season goals, of finishing with a
winning record, alive.
"We have a legitimate shot
of winning our next two games
and finishing the regular season
at 6-4, and depending on what
happens Friday we'll know
where we're goinito (in the
playoffs.)"
Lawson said it's imperative
they get something going this
week if they are going to build
any confidence as they head
into November.
"I told our kids Friday after
the game.'We can accept being
average, or we can do something about it' and I intend to do
something about it," he said.
"We've got to get some
momentum going into these
playoffs. We need something to
jumpstart
That jump start could come
this Saturday at 3 p.m. at North
Bullitt.

From Page 10A
start for the Murray High
offense — to miss Friday's
game.
Regardless of personnel and
coming off of a loss, however,
Duncan said the Tigers need little extra motivation in trying to
beat Madisonville.
The fact it's Murray High's
senior night should suffice.
"After a loss, I'm a lithe bit
rough on them," he said with a

smile. "They haven't been too
excited the last day or two. I
know by Thursday they will be
feeling a lot better and ready to
get back on the winning track.
"We have enough reasons
that we always want to win the
game, that's why we play it. It's
nice for these seniors, though.
It's pretty special. It's the last
regular season home game these
guys will play, so it's pretty special for them.

Nothing But Net!
Events of the weeken

Miami continuing to
work on compliance
TIM REYNOLDS
AP Sports Writer
CORAL GABLES, Fla.(AP)
— The NCAA investigation of
Miami did not start with Nevin
Shapiro taking some recruits for a
ride on his yacht or handing out
some cash.
Instead, no one was checking
the Hurricanes' phone bills.
Compliance issues — a lack
of monitoring — were at the root
of the mess Miami was in over
the past few years. And even
though NCAA Case No. M362 is
now essentially over, with a relatively ,small number of scholarship losses for football and men's
basketball as the most significant
penalties left to deal with, the
trick for the Hurricanes is making
sure something like this never
happens again.
Some of the issues that needed
to be fixed date back to at least
2009, when Miami self-reported
numerous violations regarding
improper phone calls and text
messages, it all having nothing to
do with Shapiro. The NCAA
started looking looked at the
Hurricanes then and amped-up
the probe a few months later
when the former booster and
mastermind of a $930 million
Ponzi scheme began sharing his
story with investigators.
The NCAA's assessment
Tuesday was worded like this:
"Staff members had a poor understanding of NCAA rules or felt
comfortable breaking them."
Miami insists those days are
gone.
Virtually the entire Miami athletic administration has been
hired since the Shapiro scandal
broke widely in 2011 or has
assumed a new role during that
time. Compliance officials are far
more visible now, utilizing social
media and seminars to educate
anyone around the program —
even boosters — about what's
right and what's wrong under
NCAA rules.
Miami is still reaching out and
asking its donors for support —
but warning them that support
doesn't mean anything close to

unfettered access.
"Everybody in our community
has been,to a person,totally stilY•
portive," Miami President Donna
Shalala said. "Whether it's the
students or the faculty or the
alumni, they've been supportive
both of the sanctions we imposed
on ourselves and the way we conducted ourselves. They're also
committed to how much we're
going to have to invest in making
sure that we do everything we can
to stay within NCAA rules."
Miami is certainly not the only
school to be tightening the reins
these days.
"You know,it's really a doe*
edged sword because you want
your guys to meet some people
that are going to be beneficial to
them down the road," West
Virginia basketball coach Bob
Huggins said. "Potential employers, people who have contacts,
people who can make calls, people who can be references. At the
same time, you're supposed to
stay away from those very people. It's a fine line I think we all
walk."
A two-page list shows how
seriously Miami is taking all this.
Pages 100 and 101 of the
NCAA's infractions report on
Miami that was released Tuesday
is nothing but a list of the corrective measures the school has
taken to clean up compliance and
safeguard against a future
Shapiro-like mess. Boosters now
have limited access to Miami athletes and facilities, as well as the
Hurricanes football sideline on
game days.
Nothing is foolproof, but this
scandal certainly showed the
Hurricanes where they were most
vulnerable.
"Education," James said. "I
think that's the biggest component of it. lot of the structure
we've put into place. Now it's
educating everyone. It's continuing to educate our coaches. It's
continuing to educate our stir.dent-athletes. It's doing more
reach-out with our fans and our
alums on the process.The one big
piece is education."
A
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Thursday, October 24th

BIG SELECTION

Fan Jam: Meet the 2013 men's &
women's basketball teams!
• Doors open at 6:00 p.m.
• Give aways, autographs & more!
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World Series, braced himself
with one hand on the low wall in
front of the bullpen and reached
over with his glove to make the
catch.
"At least I got an RBI and we
were up four and got the
momentum," Ortiz said.
Beltran hurt himself on the
play, however, and left in the
third inning. There was no
report on his condition.
The Red Sox got another run
in the eighth on a sacrifice fly by
21-year-old rookie Xander
Bogaerts.
While St. Louis stumbled,
Boston made the key plays.
When the Cardinals tried to
rally in the fourth and loaded the
bases, Lester neatly started a
home-to-first double p:ay on
Freese's comebacker to end the
inning.
Left fielder Jonny Gomes
lumbered for a diving catch to
start the fifth. Shortstop Stephen
Drew finished off that inning,
deftly handling a bouncer up the
middle to strand runners at second and third.
Boston almost made a terrific
play to finish the game. With
two outs in the ninth, Freese hit
a sharp single and right fielder
Shane Victorino nearly threw
him out at first base.
NOTES: The Red Sox won
their fifth straight World Series
opener since losing Game I to
St. Louis in 1967.... Boston and
St. Louis both went 97-65,
marking the third time Series
opponents had the same regularseason record (Brooklyn and the
New York Yankees in 1949,
Braves and Yankees in '58). ...
Red Sox Hall of Famer Carl
Yastrzemski threw out the first
ball. ... The team that won the
Series opener has taken the title
in 1.4 of the past 16 years.
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MURRAY HIGH SENIOR NIGHT: TIGERS VS. MADISONVILLE-NORTH HOPKINS
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Holland's resolve sets the tone for Tigers
RARE INJURY NEARLY ENDED MURRAY RB's CAREER, NOW HE'S TREATING EVERY SNAP LIKE HIS LAST
Murray High senior
James Holland has had
both his mental and physical toughenss tested mightilv over the past year.
Battling back from a rare
injwy that could have cast
him
his prep career,
Holland is living every snap
like irv his last.
After missing the first
halfofhis senior campaign,
Holland has returned- to the
field in a hi'-tinte way,
refits* 10 let anything, or
anyone, stand in the tigers
way of a Class 2A state
championship.
The Ledger sat down
with Holland Wednesday
morning to talk about his
return to football, his final
regular season ,game at Ti
Holland Stadium and just
what to expect front the
Tigers as the postseason
inches ever so close.
L&T: I understand this season
has been a little hectic for you
because of some injuries, what
have you been dealing with?
JH: Well. with my injury I
was dealing with an inflamed
vein, and so I had surgery when
we first started practice and
everything.and I couldn't do anything during that time because of
the surgery. It was from lifting. I
got hurt doing that, pushing
myself too much. Then halfway.
through the season is when I
could start working my way back
into everything.
L&T: What was it like to be
able to come back?
JH: It was a different feeling,
especially playing Calloway early
in the season. I didn't get to play
my last Calloway game as a senior. Last year. I thought I would
still have one more game against
Calloway coming into this year,
and so I didn't get to play my last
one.
L&T: How excited were you
when you found out you were
going to be able finish out this
season?

JH: They told me I might not
be able to play when I had the
surgery. They said I might not be
able to play,so they wanted to tell
me ahead of time. After I came
through everything. I was
improving a lot better than they
expected. and they said it was up
to me whether or not I wanted to
play. I wasn't going to just look at
it is half of a season and playoffs.
I wasn't just going to let that blow
off.. I wanted to come back for the
team.
L&T: I know this season has
been a little up and down for you
and your team, what are your
thoughts about the season so far?
JH: Since I sat out the first
part of the season. I got to see it
differently than most of the team,
because they were playing. I saw
that we were really good together
as a team,and we aren't so much
great as individuals. I think this
year, since I've been here, this is
the hardest schedule we've had
and I think we've played it very.
good.
L&T: What were you hoping
to bring to the team when you
returned?
JH: When I came back. I had
the mindset that I would be the
best at any positions they put me
at, and I would help out the team
and would not be selfish, because
that doesn't help out the team.
L&T: Coach Duncan raves
about your speed, is that your
biggest asset?
JH: I belive it is, especially
now. Once I had the surgery. I
wasn't able to lift anything and
I've slowly progressed back into
it. But right now, it is just my
speed. because I've lost so much
muscle.
L&T:Talk about Friday night,
Senior Night and the emotions
that go into an event like that.
playing
JH:
We
are
Madisonville. which is a really
good team. I believe that we as a
team and all the seniors get to
play them. and I believe that it
will be a very good game because
of that.
L&T:
Speaking
of

Madisonville, what do you know
about the Maroons?
JH:,When I was a freshman
we played them, and we barely
beat them.They were a very good
team and they still show that they
have the size, the quickness and
of the strengths that we have,they
have the same thing.
L&T: I know that your team's
goals haven't changed, right?
JH: Not at all. The way we see
it, the state championship is not
an if or a maybe,that is our highest goal, we aren't aiming anywhere lower than that. We understand that our losses are in the
past now. We have to deal with
them, but we are learning from
those and what we did wrong to
use later on throughout the playoffs
L&T: What has it been like to
share these past four years with
your senior class?
JH: It's been kind of cool,
because usually the freshmen
classes are really big,then it kind
ofdepletes as you go forward,but
we've had guys that have just
stuck with it. We really haven't
had anybody leave. We just have
guys that show up and prove they
want to play, and I think that
makes for a pretty special senior
class.
L&T: How bad would you
like to get another chance to face
No. I ranked Caldwell County?
RI: (Smiling) It would be
very fun. It would be very fun.
We have talked about a lot of
changes and stuff, that if we did
play them again, we are going to
do differently, and that should
make it a fun game.
L&T: Has it suck in that you
are about to play your final regular season game at Ty Holland
Stadium Friday night against
Madisonville-North Hopkins?
JH: I try not to think about it,
but it will hit me Friday night. I
know it will.
-By Rich' Martin
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Murray High's James Holland leaves a Crittenden County defender in his wake for a
touchdown at Ty Holland Stadium during a Tiger district home game this season.
Holland missed the first first half of this season with an injury.
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